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Summary.

Nitrogen contamination of ground and surface waters is a major environmental problem that is recognized
in the nitrate directive of the European union.
This and many other problems have been addressed by IST’s group of marine research –MARETEC.
Over the last few years, this research group has developed the MOHID system, a numerical tool that
simulates water flow and quality for estuaries, lagoons and open sea. Soil water flow and solute transport
routines have been introduced over the last few years in MOHID, so Nutrient cycle processes are the next
logical step.
This work tries to add to MOHID the capacity to model the water quality while it’s still in the agricultural
soils, one of the major sources of nitrate pollution. This can be faced as the first steps in a long road that
may lead to a fully integrated water flow and quality toll.
Nitrogen cycle in soil is the sum of bacterial driven processes. This “driving force”, like any other living
organism, needs a delicate nutrient balance. Since in soil carbon is usually the limiting nutrient, and
integrated approach on both cycles is needed.
An initial approach to modeling these cycles was done trough the use of the POWERSIM software
package. This resulted in an initial zero-dimensional model. Later this initial model was coded in
FORTRAN, and implemented in a new module in MOHID, gaining three-dimensional functionality.
Test runs where produced with realistic values, simulating several situations of terrain morphology and
irrigation practices.
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CHAPTER

1
1.1- Introduction
Modern agriculture relies on irrigation systems supported by the use of chemical products and fertilizers.
These modern practices have the advantage of increasing productions but if mislead, can cause serious
environmental and economical harm.
Nitrogen is usually the most utilized compound in agricultural fertilization. It is an essential nutrient for
amino acids and some Vitamin synthesis (Vos, 1994 as in Cameira, 1999). Because of its nutritional
importance and relative scarcity, protein is highly sought by most animals, humans included.
More money and effort have been, and are being spent on the management of Nitrogen than any other
mineral element. According to Brady, 2002 the worlds ecosystems are probably more influenced by
deficits and excesses of Nitrogen than any other mineral element.
On one hand, the pale yellowish green foliage of nitrogen-starved crops forebodes crop failure, financial
ruin and hunger for people in all corners of the world. On the other excesses of some nitrogen compounds
in soil can adversely affect human and animal health and denigrate the quality of the environment.
High nitrogen levels in soil can lead to sufficient high nitrates in drinking water as to endanger the health of
human infants and ruminant animals. For that reason, nitrate levels are monitored in wells, reservoirs, and
other drinking supplies. The movement of soluble nitrogen compounds from soils to aquatic systems can
disrupt the balance of those systems, leading to eutrophication, decline in oxygen content, and the
subsequent death of fish and other aquatic species. Supplying sufficient nitrogen often represents a major
expense in agricultural production. In addition, the manufacture of nitrogen fertilizer accounts for a large
part of the fossil fuel energy used by the agricultural sector.
However, according to Brady 2002, even in regions with high leaching potential, careful up soil
management can prevent excessive nitrate losses. The timing of modest fertilizer and manure applications
should provide Nitrogen when the plant needs it, not much before or after the period of active plant uptake.
If this is not economically possible, other crops in the rotations, such as cover crops, should be planted
immediately following the cash crop to take the unused nitrates.
The same author claims that if good nitrogen management practices are followed, nitrogen leaching may
be kept to less than 5 or 10% of the applied Nitrogen
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At a European level, two documents address this problem. Directive COM 80/788 establishes a maximum,
um value of NO3− at 50 mg l-1 for drinking water. The Nitrate directive (91/676) also acknowledges the
excessive use of fertilizers as an environmental risk. Sensible areas, where agricultural practices should
be restrained in the moment and quantity of applied fertilizations, are defined. These sensible zones are
defined as those that drain, directly or indirectly, to superficial or underground waters that are used as
drinking water sources, or those that drain to lakes, fresh water, estuaries, costal waters or oceans that
show eutrophication events. However, no indications are supplied on which procedures should be adopted
leaving this up to good management practice principles.
In Portugal, recent studies indicate an increase of nitrate in superficial and underground waters because of
the increasing application rates of nitrogen fertilizers (Follet 1989 as in Cameira 1999).
According to Cameira 1999, no data is available to quantify this problem, even though vulnerable zones
have been established in Ribatejo, Campina de Faro and Vale do Vouga, where NO3− concentration in
underground waters surpass the maximum admissible value for human consumption.
For all this, in a sustainable agriculture, mineral Nitrogen should be considered an essential element,
subject of careful application planning. However, this application planning is not simple, difficulties arise
due to the great variety of processes that must be understood.
When faced with the variety and complexity of these processes (ex: soil water movement, biochemical
transformation processes) that influence Nitrogen dynamics in soil, computational models can be
considered a fundamental tool for a sustainable agriculture.
Over the last three decades, efforts where placed on the development of mathematical models that can be
used to predict the transport of solutes in unsaturated soil.
These models embrace several disciplines and in most of the cases are extremely complex and oriented
to a specific application (see 2.2-Existing models (state of the art)).
An extensive application of these types of models to Portuguese soils is the work of Cameira, 1999 where
RZWQM model (Root Zone Water Quality Model) was calibrated and applied to controlled agricultural
soils.
MARETEC, marine modeling group of IST, is also alert to this problem. Over the last few years, routines
that predict water flow and mass transport in unsaturated soil have been introduced in MOHID (Neves
(2000) et al. and Neves et al. (2002) ).
Even though MOHID was initially developed to simulate bi-dimensional water flow in costal areas (Neves,
1985), its sphere of action has been successively enlarged to Boussinesq Waves (Silva, 1992), water
quality (Portela, 1996), and three-dimensional water flows (Santos, 1995; Martins 2000).
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With the inclusion of soil water quality routines, steps are taken to an integrated model where water flow
and quality can be simulated form the moment it infiltrates the soil to the ocean.
Applications of MOHID to Portuguese soils can already be found in Neves et al. 2002, where water flow
was simulated and Chambel Leitão et al. 2003, where soil water flow and Sodium transport where
simulated for a bear soil in Alvalade.
For all this, this work aims the development of soil water quality routines that can predict Nitrogen
dynamics in soil water, and integrate these routines with the available mass transport routines of MOHID,
creating a three-dimensional soil water quality model.

1.2- Basic Concepts
Some 75,000 Mg of nitrogen is found on the air above one hectare of soil (Brady 2002). The atmosphere,
which is 78% gaseous nitrogen, appears to be a virtually limitless reservoir of this element. However, the
very strong triple bond between two nitrogen atoms makes this gas quite inert and not directly usable by
plants or animals. The nitrogen content of a surface of mineral soils normally ranges from 0.02 to 0.5%. A
hectare of such a soil would contain 3.5 Mg nitrogen in the A horizon and an additional 3.5 Mg in the
deeper layers. While these figures are low compared to those of the atmosphere, the soil contains 10 to
20 times as does the standing vegetation.
The soil, nitrogen fraction undergoes a series of complex biochemical transformations. These processes
have long been the subject of intense scientific investigation. Along with some atmospheric Nitrogen
transformations, these processes are grouped in the Nitrogen cycle.
As a Nitrogen atom moves through the cycle, it may appear in many different forms, each with its own
properties, behaviors and consequences for the ecosystem. Understanding these transformations is the
key to solve the environmental, agricultural and natural resource problems stated in the previous chapter.
This cycle also explains why vegetation, and indirectly animals can continue to remove nitrogen from the
soil for centuries without depleting the soil from this essential nutrient. The biosphere does not run out of
nitrogen because it uses the same nitrogen repeatedly.
The principle pools and form of nitrogen, and the process by which they interact in the cycle are illustrated
in Figure 1.1- Nitrogen Cycle (adapted from Brady 2002).
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Figure 1.1- Nitrogen Cycle

The primary cycle is emphasized with heavy, dark arrows. In a general description, organic nitrogen is
mineralized, plants take up the mineral nitrogen, and eventually organic nitrogen is returned to the soil as
plant residues. Note also that through some pathways nitrogen is lost from the soil (leaching, runoff,
denitrification and volatilization). These loss processes mainly affect the more mobile forms of Nitrogen,
the mineral forms, Ammonia NH 4+ and Nitrate NO3− . However, leaching only affects the NO3− form of
nitrogen in a significant manner. This happens because like other positively charged ions, ammonium ions
are attracted to the negatively charged surfaces of clay and humus, where they are partially protected
from leaching. On the other hand Nitrate particles do not form insoluble compounds with the usual soil
solution constituents, nor is retained in its colloidal complex due to its negative charge (Santos, 1980 as in
Cameira, 1999).
Soil organisms are the driving force for most of the reactions in the cycle (Brady 2002). They are
represented by boxes with rounded ends (labeled “SO”) in the diagram. They create enzymes that
catalyze the different biochemical reactions, either in their microbial bodies or in adjacent sites where the
enzymes may have been excreted. Truly, the Nitrogen cycle is dominated by microbial action (Alexander,
1961).
The next sections try to resume the theoretical basis of each of the primary cycle processes.
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1.2.1- Mineralization
The great bulk of soil nitrogen is in organic compounds that protect it from loss, but leave it largely
unavailable to higher plants (Brady 2002). Much of this nitrogen is present as amine groups ( R − NH 2 ) in
proteins or as part of humic compounds.
When soil microbes attack these compounds, the long chains of amino acids are broken and individual
amino acids appear in the soil solution along with dissolved CO2 . Then the amine groups are hydrolyzed,
and the nitrogen is released as ammonium ions ( NH 4+ ). This enzymatic process is termed mineralization.
(1.2.1) is an example of an amino compound acting as a mineral nitrogen source.
+2 H 2 O
R − NH 2 
→ OH − + R − OH + NH 4+

(1.2.1)

Mineralization happens when Heterotrophic microorganism attack the carbonaceous materials both in
order to obtain energy and construction materials for their cells. However, no organisms can prosper on
carbon alone. Nitrogen is also an essential building block of cells structure. Part of the obtained Nitrogen is
used for new cells construction and part is lost in the form of the ammonium ion.
At this point the intimate relations between the Carbon and nitrogen cycle become apparent. Carbon is the
major building block of any life form, including the soils microorganisms that thrust the Nitrogen
transformations on soil. This relation further narrows since Nitrogen it self is also a vital element for the
same microorganisms (1.2.2-Immobilization)
According to Brady et al. 2002, many studies indicate that only about 1.5 to 3.5% of the organic nitrogen of
the soil mineralizes annually. Even so, this rate of mineralization provides sufficient mineral nitrogen for
normal growth of natural vegetation in most soils. Exception is made to those soils with low organic matter
content, such as soils of deserts and sandy areas. The same author claims that isotope tracer studies on
farmlands that have been emended with synthetic nitrogen fertilizers show that mineralized nitrogen
constitutes a major part of nitrogen taken up by plant. If the organic matter content of soil in known, one
can make a rough estimate on the amount of nitrogen likely to be released by mineralization.

1.2.2- Immobilization
The opposite of mineralization is immobilization, the conversion of organic Nitrogen ions to organic forms.
Immobilization can take place by both biological and non-biological processes (Brady et al. 2002). In the
biological processes, has microorganisms decompose the carbonaceous organic residues, they use part
of these residues as building material and part as cell “fuel”, oxidizing carbon to produce energy.
However, the Carbon / Nitrogen composition of most living being must be kept under a constant ratio. If
sufficient Nitrogen is not found in the decomposed residues themselves, the microorganisms have the
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capacity to incorporate mineral nitrogen ions into their cells proteins, balancing the lack of organic
Nitrogen. This can deplete the soil solution of mineral forms of Nitrogen. When the organisms die, some of
the organic nitrogen in their cells converts into forms that make up the humus complex, and some may be
released as ammonia.
Mineralization and immobilization occur simultaneously in the soil (Brady et al. 2002), whether the net
effect is an increase or a decrease in the mineral nitrogen depend essentially on the ratio of carbon to
nitrogen in the residues undergoing decomposition.

1.2.3- Nitrification
Certain soil bacteria may enzymatically oxidize ammonium ions in the soil, yielding first nitrites and then
nitrates. These bacteria are classified as Autotrophs, even thought a more correct term would be
Chemoautotroph, because they obtain their energy from oxidizing the ammonium ions rather than organic
matter. The process termed nitrification consists of two main sequential steps. The first step results in the
conversion of ammonium to nitrite, by a specific group of autotrophic bacteria (Nitrosomonas). The nitrite
so formed is the immediately acted upon by a second group of Autotrophs, Nitrobacter (Alexander, 1961).
The enzymatic oxidation releases energy and may be represented as:
Nitrosomonas
NH 4+ + 3 2 O2 

→ NO2− + 2 H + + H 2 O + 275kJ

(1.2.2)

Nitrobacter
NO2− + 1 2 O2 
→ NO3− + 76 kJ

(1.2.3)

So long as conditions are favorable for both reactions, the second transformation follows the first closely,
preventing the accumulation of nitrite. According to (Brady et al. 2002) this is fortunate since even at low
concentrations (just a few part per million), nitrite is quite toxic to most plants and mammals.
During the nitrification process, part of the nitrogen contained in the ammonium ion, is retained by the
autotrophic biomass and is used to form new cells. Again, microbial CN1 ratio must be kept within strict
limit. In these cases CO2 is immobilized by the autotrophic biomass.
Regardless of the source of ammonium (fertilizer, sewage, animal manure, etc) nitrification will increase
soil acidity by producing H + ions.

1

Carbon / Nitrogen
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1.2.4- Denitrification
Nitrogen may be lost to the atmosphere when nitrate ions are converted to gaseous forms of nitrogen by a
series of widely occurring biochemical reductions termed denitrification. The organisms that carry out this
process are commonly present in large numbers and are mostly facultative anaerobic bacteria in generae
such as Pseudomonas, Bacillus, Micrococcus, and Achomobacter (Brady et al. 2002). These organisms
are Heterotrophs, and as so obtain their energy from the oxidation of organic compounds. However,
instead of using oxygen as an electron receiver, Nitrate is used oxidant for the organic carbon. Nitrate,
NO3− [ N (V )]

is reduced in a series of steps to nitrite NO2− [ N( III )] , and then to Nitrogen gas that

include NO [ N( II )] , N 2O [ N( I )] and eventually N 2 [ N(0)]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
2 NO3− 
→ 2 NO2− 
→ 2 NO ↑ 
→ N 2O ↑ 
→ N2 ↑
−2 O

−2 O

−O

−O

(1.2.4)

Although not shown in the simplified reaction given here, the oxygen released in each step would be used
to form CO2 from organic Carbon.
For these reactions to take place, sources of organic residues should be available to provide the energy
the denitrifiers need.
Since Oxygen is a much stronger oxidant than Nitrate, the denitrification process gains importance when
the air in the soil’s microsites becomes limiting (usually less than 10%) (Alexander, 1961).
Generally, when oxygen levels are low, the end product released from the overall denitrification process is
Dinitrogen gas (Brady et al. 2002). However it should be noted that NO [ N( II )] and N 2O [ N( I )] are
commonly also released during normal denitrification, that suffer from the fluctuation aeration conditions
that often occur in the field.
The question of how much of each nitrogen gas is produced is no merely of academic interest. Dinitrogen
gas is inert and environmentally harmless, but nitrogen oxides are very reactive gases and can cause
environmental damage in at least four ways:
•

Contribute to the formation of nitric acid (component of acid rain)

•

Formation of ground level ozone

•

Greenhouse effect (if it reaches the higher atmosphere)

•

Destruction of ozone (if it reaches the higher atmosphere)

If nitrate supplies are very low, denitrification processes cannot function, but certain methanogenic
bacteria use alternative oxidants and produce methane gas.
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1.3- Resume
In global view, nitrogen cycling in soil is a complex process controlled by soil’s microorganisms. These
microorganisms, such as any living being need to balance their nutrient uptake and, if the situation arises,
mineral forms of nitrogen can be used to balance the lack of Organic Nitrogen. This situation can drain the
soil of mineral forms of nitrogen during long periods, causing higher plants to suffer from nitrogen
deficiency, but at the same time avoiding Nitrogen leaching, see Figure 1.2- Nitrate depression period.

Figure 1.2- Nitrate depression period

Figure 1.3- Residue quality influence on the depression period

If the applied residues, have a high CN ratio, nitrogen depression periods are likely to appear, but the
residue quality also affects the rate of net mineralization. Residues high in phenol and lignin (large and
complex structures difficult to degrade) can have narrow CN ratios, but due to the slow decomposition
process, release nitrogen quite slowly – often to slow to keep up with the needs of the growing crop (Brady
et al. 2002) Figure 1.3- Residue quality influence on the depression period
Ammonium ions are not leached easily, due to the attraction to the positively charged surfaces of the
negatively charged surfaces of clay and humus. However, even though the adsorbed ammonium ions are
exchangeable for most soils microorganisms, they become out of reach for higher plants.
As so in good nitrogen management practices all these factors should be conjugated to produce nitrate as
plants need it, avoiding nitrogen leaching and maximizing plant used nitrogen.
Adding to the previous, important theoretical basis for this modeling work are the soil water flow and
transport equations. Explanations of the theoretical biases and the MOHID implementation of such
principles can be found in APPENDIX I and II.
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1.4-

Work guidelines

A three-dimensional model for soil water quality faces several difficulties, such as large spatial gradients,
interactions with soil chemistry and biology, etc. As so, the soil water quality routine that will be developed
during this work must be as flexible as possible. In addition, MOHID code is constantly growing, spaces for
future interactions should also be predicted.
Having this in mind, a global overview of existing models lead to the selection of a particular type of
specific rates calculations used by a very complete and agricultural oriented model named RZWQM,
Chapter 1.1 further explains this selection.
One of the major the major differences between existing models is the way carbon and nitrogen pools
should be divided, and how they interact among them.
An attempt was made to leave these interactions as generic as possible, leading to a labile and a
refractory Carbon pools. The Carbon / Nitrogen of the labile pool is allowed to vary freely during the
simulations. Limiting factors for microbial action are one of the main innovations proposed in this study.
The way these limiting factor are calculated is original.
Another interesting question that may be answered from this work is that of the importance of threedimensional models for soil water flow and quality. Usual these type of models are either uni or bidimensional.
This work is divided into chapter. A general description follows.
Chapter II
In the first part of this chapter, the different existing models for soil water quality are analyzed.
Next, a conceptual model is built and the used process rate equations are described. An implementation
of this model is done using the POWERSIM software package.
In the third part, the zero dimensional model is passed into FORTRAN code. How this code is
implemented in MOHID is explained in this chapter.
Chapter III
Test runs are made with the newly created three-dimensional water quality model, and results are
analyzed.

Chapter IV
Conclusions are taken and future directions are pointed.
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2.1- Cycle modeling
The previous chapter introduced the complex processes that affect Nitrogen in soil. Several chemical
species interact with soil biodiversity and create sinks and sources for Nitrogen. Soil water can lead to
anaerobic conditions, affecting the microorganisms responsible for the biochemical processes, or it can
transport one or several of the cycle components.
This work aims to model these biochemical processes in MOHID. A brief introduction to MOHID can be
found in APPENDIX V.
As said before several properties including nitrate are transported by water, so the first step for nitrogen
cycle modeling must be the correct prediction of water fluxes in soil, since the leached nitrate is the major
G

environmental problem and aim of this work. The unit flux per total soil area JW can be predicted by
Darcy-Buckingham flux law

G
J W = − K (h)∇H

(2.1.1)

A full introduction to water flow in unsaturated soil and the way it was implemented in MOHID can be
found in APPENDIX I.
Once the water fluxes are correctly evaluated, the first law of thermodynamics will lead to the advection diffusion equation for soil properties. In an Eulerian referential:

[

]

G
∂θc ∂ρs
+
= ∇ • θD2W ∇(c2 ) − J W c2 − ( µW , 2 + µ 'W , 2 ) ρs 2 - S cr,1 - ( µ w,1 + µ w′,1) θ c1
∂t
∂t

(2.1.2)

The full derivation and MOHID implementation of dissolved properties evolution is explained in
APPENDIX II.
Equation (2.1.2) results from a full mass balance on a given property. It is the result of water transport
process, partition processes and biochemical processes.
MOHID follows a numerical method termed “approximate factorization “(Fletcher, 1997 as in Leitão 2002).
In a general manner, this method solves each of the different terms of equation (2.1.2) separately and ads
them to obtain the new property concentration. An initial “approximation” of the new property concentration
is made by solving, for instance, the transport part of (2.1.2). To this new approximated value, the partition
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processes are added, and then the biochemical processes, and so on. No time splitting occurs for any of
these approximations, so all the processes are solved independently for each time interval.

P 1 = f ( P t , P 1 ,...)

∧ 1 → Advection/ Difusion

P 2 = f ( P 1 , P 2 ,...)

∧ 2 → Partition Processes

P 3 = f ( P 2 , P 3 ,...)

∧ 3 → Biochemical cycling

Figure 2.1 - Property evolution

b)

a)

Figure 2.2- Imaginary scenaries for the effects of different processes (represented by AD, D, TA, MV….)
adpated from Leitão 2002

A disadvantage that may arise from this iterative method, is that if the module of the total variation is
smaller than the module of the variations that occur in each of the “approximations” (Figure 2.2 – (a) as in
opposite to (b) where the module of every approximation is smaller that the total variation), this method
may not display good results. However, according to Leitão, 2002 this numerical method as shown good
stability in diverse MOHID applications (ex: Ocean, estuaries).
The main advantages of such an approach are the different space and time discretization for each of a
property evolution terms. Also new processes such as (in this case) the nitrogen cycle can be added
without major changes to the existing program’s code.
Adding to this MOHID uses an object oriented approach (Miranda et al. 2000), which isolates the parts of
the code that model the different processes, allowing full control on how these different parts interact and
An initial zero-dimensional model was created to simulate the integrated Carbon / Nitrogen cycle, using
the POWERSIM software package. This initial model was then reprogrammed in FORTRAN and
implemented into a new module in MOHID, gaining access to the already available soil water flow and
mass transport routines. The result was a three-dimensional model for soil Carbon / Nitrogen cycle.
The next chapters will introduce the way these models (POWERSIM and SEDIMENTQUALITY) were
developed.
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2.2- Existing models (state of the art)
Over the past decades, several attempts have been made to predict the fate of Nitrogen in soil, resulting in
different degrees of detail and different application scales. Examples of such diversity can be found in
Shaffer 1995, models such as EPIC, Williams et al. 1948; GLEAMS, Knisel (1993); NLEAP, Shaffer et al.
(1991); NTRM, Shaffer and Larson (1987); LEACHM-N, Wagemet and Hutson (1989); CENTURY,
Wetherell et al. (1993); and RZWQM, USDA (ARS (1992)). These models predict nitrate leaching below
the root zone and some like RZWQM account for different soil management practices and cultures.
However, they are all one-dimensional models.
Other models such as HYDRUS have a more physical approach and present a too-dimensional water flow
calculus. However, no element cycles are available. Simplified simulations are obtained by adding sink
and source terms to the advection diffusion presented in (2.1.2). The terms impose a constant transfer
rate between properties.
According to Neves et al. 2000 HYDRUS enjoys large acceptance in the scientific community, due to the
large amount of publications that supports the software. Since HYDRUS was used to calibrate soil water
flow in MOHID, more information about it can be found in APPENDIX I.
Nitrogen transformations modeling in Europe, according to Hansen et al. 1995, has had the tendency
toward using more simple kinetics in the turnover of organic matter in soil. On the other hand in the United
States, emphasis as been placed on the unification of N-cycle equations and the development of simplified
N models suitable for use by action agencies and agricultural producers.
The same author divides modeling approaches used in the simulation of net nitrogen mineralization into
three categories:
•

Models, which do not consider carbon decomposition and characterize the soil organic matter
only on its nitrogen content.

•

Models which characterize the soil organic matter in terms of its carbon and nitrogen content but,
do not consider microbial biomass explicitly.

•

Models that characterize soil organic matter in terms of carbon and nitrogen and consider
microbial biomass explicitly.

Models of category 1 have, in general, the advantage of being simple but the range of condition where
they are applicable is limited, because carbon is usually the nutrient limiting the Nitrogen cycle turnover
rate. Models of categories 2 and 3 require simulation of both the carbon and nitrogen cycles, which leads
to additional computation time, but gain flexibility. Finally models of type 3 have the advantage of explicitly
simulating the variation of the cycle properties transformation rates with the available microbial biomass
and environmental processes that affect them, but need more field data.
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In models which consider biomass explicitly, usually the Monod kinetics model (2.2.1) is used to predict
the specific decay or growth rates

∂S
S
= µm
B
∂t
Ks + S

(2.2.1)

Where S is the substrate (carbon concentration), B is the size of the microbial pool, µ m is the maximum
specific growth rate and Ks is the half saturation constant.
Sometimes first-order reaction kinetics (2.2.2) and zero-order kinetics (2.2.3) are also used.

∂S
= K1S
∂t

(2.2.2)

∂S
= K0
∂t

(2.2.3)

First and zero order kinetics consider that microorganisms have an unlimited potential for decomposing
organic substrate, nitrify, denitrify, etc. or that this maximum transformation rate is never reached, due to
substrate limitation. The zero order kinetics approach also assumes that these transformations are
independent of the substrate concentration.
According to Hansen et al. 1995, neither of these assumptions is generally true, but may prove to be good
approximations over a determined range of conditions. It is very important to remember that these
expressions are empirical and that expressions for specific growth and decay rates (represented by K1 in
(2.2.2) ) have been proposes by a number of authors (Monod, Teissier, Contois and Moser).
Metcalf and Eddy, 1991 states than what is fundamental in the use of any rate expression is its application
in a mass-balance analysis, and not, its relation to those commonly presented in the literature. The same
author claims that it is equally important to remember that specific rate expressions should not be
generalized to cover a broad range of situations based on limited data or experience.
As far as environmental factors that affect nitrogen dynamics in soil, temperature and moisture content are
considered, according Hansen et al. 1995, the most important environmental factors affecting the
microbial action. The effect of temperature is usually expressed according to an Arrhenius-type equation
(2.2.4) ,

et = A exp( E T )

(2.2.4)

Where T is the temperature, E and A are empirical coefficients.
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Soil moisture affects the microbial action reducing the oxygen supply, and other factors such as salinity. In
most models, according to Hansen et al. 1995, the effect of soil moisture on decomposition rates is
expressed by empirical function.
Another common factor in these models is the division of substrates into different pools, each with different
decay rates. This division usually changes from author to author and can be regarded as a major problem
in mineralization models. This fractioning is to some degree arbitrary, as so decomposition kinetics are in
many cases model specific, and end up depending on the model objectives.
In RZWQM, USDA (ARS (1992), numerical model an attempt was made to unify the form of the process
rate equations governing carbon and nitrogen cycling in soil and provide a firm theoretical basis for
environmental interactions (Shaffer et al. 1999). The basic form of the specific decay rate this model uses
is (2.2.5)

 kbTf

 E
K = faer 
Ai  exp  − a
 hp

 RgTt




 [O2 ]
Pop

 [γ H ]KH
 1

(2.2.5)

In this model (RZWQM), all of the cycle processes, including microbial growth and death, are modeled by
first order reaction kinetics, with the specific rate defined by a similar equation to (2.2.5). Further analysis
on these equations and equation (2.2.5) can be found on the next sections.
The RZWQM model has been developed over the past ten years and besides the Nitrogen / Carbon cycle,
simulated in the OMNI sub model, it also models the growth of the plant, the movement of water and agrochemicals, within and below the crop root zone of an agricultural cropping system under a range of
common management practices.
This model has been applied to Portuguese soils in the work of Cameira 1999, and as so makes an
interesting starting point for the development of soil Carbon / Nitrogen cycle in MOHID.

2.3- POWERSIM, an initial model
At this point precious help came from the use of POWERSIM. This software package was initially
developed for business simulation, but it can be of great assistance in environmental modeling since it
allows to visually build a zero-dimensional model. Conceptual errors can be eliminated in an early stage,
never reaching the “real program” code.
POWERSIM allows several time discretization such as the explicit or Euler method up to the, fourth order
Runge Kuta method, with variable time step.
The next section explains how this “visual” model was created.
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2.3.1- Model conceptualization
The MOHID soil Carbon / Nitrogen cycle module should simulate microbial biomass explicitly, in order to
respond to physical changes of the soil, such as variation of water contents, temperature, etc.
This model will use transitional state rate equations, Laidler (1969), Shaffer and Dutt (1974); Shaffer
(1985), present in Shaffer et all (1998). These equations include Arrhenius temperature response
functions, reactive constituent concentrations, and simulate responses to soil oxygen levels, pH, water
content and salinity.
Element properties will be modeled by first order kinetics following the RZWQM specific rates formulation
(2.2.5). For example for Nitrification:

Knitrification


 [O2 ]0.5
 kbTnitrification

Ea
Anitrification  exp  −
Pop Autotrophs
= faer 



 RgTnitrification  [γ H ]kH
hp



 1

(2.3.1)

Where Knitrification is the first order nitrification rate day −1  and:

f aer - Empirical adimensional parameter

Tnitrification - Nitrification temperature [ º K ]
K b - Boltzman constant 1.383E-23

 J º K −1 

h p - Planck constant 6.63E-34 [ J s]
Anitrification - Nitrification rate coefficient
E a - Activation energy

 s day −1 pop −1 

 kcal mole −1 

Rg - Universal gas constant 1.99E-3

 kcal mole −1 º K −1 

[O2 ] - Oxygen concentration in soil water assuming that soil air O2 not limited
[ H ] - Hydrogen ion concentration

−3
 molesO2 mwater


3
 molesH mwater


γ - Activity coefficient for monovalent ion
k H - Hydrogen ion exponent for nitrification

Popautotrophs - Population of autotrophic microbes

# organisms kg soil −1 
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Anaerobic effects are expressed by faer that varies from 1 to 0 according to the effective soil water
content θ ef . [O2 ] is the maximum available dissolved oxygen (in saturation conditions). The rate is
affected by Oxygen limitations thru the use of faer see chapter 2.5.2-General Module Structure.
The activation energy, Ea , is the sum of a constant apparent activation energy with the ionic strength
times a salinity coefficient. The salinity coefficient and the apparent activation energy are pool specific.
This formulation produces an exponential variation with the ionic strength, but will not be implemented in
this initial model due to lack of available data. Instead, a medium value for the apparent activation energy
is used.
Microbial populations enter explicitly in the specific rate (in the case of nitrification the autotrophic
population is present). RZWQM presents relations between Carbon concentrations and effective
populations for every microbial pool.
The nitrification temperature is equal to the soil temperature when it does not exceed a certain maximum
temperature of nitrification. If the soils temperature exceeds this value, the nitrification temperature will
follow (2.3.2), and the specific rate (2.3.1) will vary according to Figure 2.3

Tnitrification = 2Tmax − soil temperature

(2.3.2)

14600
0

Figure 2.3- Specific rate coefficient variations with
Temperature

For biomass death a similar equation to (2.3.4) is used

Knitrification


 [O2 ]0.5
 kbTnitrification

Ea
Anitrification  exp  −
Pop Autotrophs
= faer 



 RgTnitrification  [γ H ]kH
hp



 1

(2.3.3)

Again all the coefficients are specific for each microbial pool.
Some environmental effects like anaerobiosis, pH, etc are considered in both the microbial growth and
decay. For instance lack of oxygen (expressed by faer ) can stop aerobic organic matter decay or Ammonia
nitrification (according to (2.3.1) ), but at the same time it will also increase the mortality rate of all aerobic
pools. This accounts for both the effects of anaerobiosis. On one hand, it stops aerobic decay processes
(organic matter decay, nitrification). On the other, microbial populations begin do die off due to anaerobic
factors.
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For a given property, the variation caused by the biochemical cycle will be the sum of all the variations of
related properties. For example, Nitrate is produced by Nitrification, and depleted by immobilization,
denitrification, etc

∂  NO3− 
∂t

(

)

= − Kdenitrification + Kimmobilization  NO3−  + Knitrification  NH 4+ 

(2.3.4)

If Nitrate concentrations are plotted along a given period, a typical growth curve is obtained ( Figure 2.4Generic property variation curves ). If the property’s concentration is low, the sink term of (2.3.4) is small and
the nitrate concentration will grow.
Has the concentration increases the sink term will have greater impact on the overall balance.

Figure 2.4-Generic property variation curves

Figure 2.5-Effects of different specific rates

When the negative terms of (2.3.4) surpass the positive terms, the growth curve enters a declination
period (Figure 2.4).
If the specific rates of the sink terms of (2.3.4) are augmented, the maximum point occurs for the same
time Figure 2.5 - (2) – (3), but with lower maximum concentrations and with greater decline in descendent
phase (3).
If the sources terms are diminished, the maximum point will occur at a later time (Figure 2.5 - (4) ). The
Declines of the growth and descent phases are smoothen and the lag phase that precedes the initial
growth is more evident.

2.3.2- Carbon Pools
All the models cited in Chapter 2.2-Nitrogen Sources, use different conceptual models for soil organic matter
pools. Almost all of them divide soil organic matter into active, slow and passive fractions. However, the
way organic matter passes from one compartment to another is modeled in completely different ways.
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At this point, simplified compartments of SOM2 were used. Two compartments, one of labile and one of
refractory Organic matter, were conceived. Both have independent Carbon / Nitrogen ratios. When the
microbial biomass dies, it’s Carbon and Nitrogen will go to the labile pool. No source terms exist for the
refractory pool.

•

Other carbon pools are:

•

Heterotrophic Carbon

•

Autotrophic Carbon

•

Anaerobic Carbon

The Heterotrophic group includes three different types of organisms: soil fungi, aerobic bacteria, and the
aerobic part of the facultative aerobic bacteria. The anaerobic part of this last group is referred as
Anaerobic Carbon.
Heterotrophic Carbon accounts for aerobic bacteria, fungi, and the aerobic part of the facultative aerobic
bacteria. If anaerobic conditions arise, Heterotrophic Carbon will be diminished while Anaerobic Carbon
grows. No explicit simulation is made for facultative aerobic bacteria changing from aerobic processes to
anaerobic ones. This would further diminish Heterotrophic Carbon and increase the anaerobic Carbon
when transitions occur from dry to wet soil.
Autotrophic Carbon represents the Nitrifying bacteria Nitrobacter. Nitrossomas action and thus the
production of nitrite is not modeled explicitly (1.2.3-Nitrification), so no accumulations of nitrite is
considered.

2.3.3- Nitrogen Pools
The simulated Nitrogen pools will be:

•

Ammonia

•

Autotrophic N

•

Nitrate

•

Anaerobic N

•

N gas (see 2.3.6-)

•

Refractory N

•

Heterotrophic N

•

Labile N

Soil microbes like other organisms, require a balance of nutrients from which to build their cells and extract
energy (Brady et al. 2000). The majority of soil organisms metabolize carbonaceous materials both in
order to obtain carbon for building essential organic compounds and to obtain energy for life processes.

2

Soil Organic matter
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However, they must also obtain sufficient Nitrogen to synthesize nitrogen containing cellular components,
such as amino acids, enzymes and DNA. As so unless storage occurs, carbon and nitrogen uptake rates
are intimately related.
The CN ratio of microbial biomass is represented in Table 2.1.
For simulation purposes a CN average of 8 (Brady et al. 2002) will be used for all microbial pools
Organic material

%C

%N

C/N

Hardwood sawdust

46

0.1

400

Sugarcane trash

40

0.8

50

Digested Municipal sewage sludge

31

4.5

7

Bacteria

50

10

5

Actinomycetes, nematodes

50

8.5

6

Fungi

50

0.5

10

Average forest O horizons

50

1.3

45

Average forest A horizons

50

2.5

20

Average B horizons

46

5.1

9

Soil microorganisms

Soil Organic matter

Table 2.1- Carbon / Nitrogen ratio of some soil Organic Materials (source Brady 2002)

2.3.4- Autotrophic processes
A good starting point for the cycle conceptualization is the autotrophic processes, since they are only
limited by the available amount of NH 4+ . The nitrification rate will be modeled by first order kinetics
following the RZWQM specific rates formulation (2.2.5). In this case:

K nitrification

 kbTnitrification


 [O2 ]0.5
Ea
= f aer 
Anitrification  exp  −
Pop Autotrophs


 Rg Tnitrification  [γ H ]kH
hp



 1

(2.3.5)

So the nitrification rate is defined by (2.3.6)

Knitrification  NO3− 

3
 µ g day mwater


(2.3.6)

When the autotrophic organisms promote this transformation, they retain part of the denitrified Nitrogen to
build their own cell components. This will lead to and increase of the autotrophic Nitrogen mass according
to (2.3.7).
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NEficiency Autotrophic Knitrification  NO3− 
 µ g day m

3
water

3
mwater
kgsoil

(2.3.7)



In order to maintain their delicate Carbon / Nitrogen balance, the autotrophic biomass must uptake eight
times the value of (2.3.7) in Carbon. Since Autotrophs use CO2 as a Carbon source, Nitrification
depletes the soils atmosphere of this gas. At the current stage of development, soil CO2 will be
considered none limiting, so the Autotrophic microorganisms will vary their carbon content according to
(2.3.8)

NEficiency Autotrophic Knitrification  NO3− 

3
mwater
1
kgsoil CN autotrophs

 µ gC day kgsoil 

(2.3.8)

Where CN aututrophs , represents the carbon / nitrogen ratio of the autotrophic biomass. No excretions of
either Carbon or nitrogen are assumed.

2.3.5- Heterotrophic processes
Heterotrophic biomass can be considered as the start engine of the whole Nitrogen cycle, since they turn
the nitrogen contained in the organic residues into their own biomass and later into ammonia.
This process can be limited by the availability of either Nitrogen or Carbon. If no mineral Nitrogen
immobilization occurs (1.2.2-Immobilization) the microbial growth is only limited by the amount of available
carbon. On the other hand, if mineral N is immobilized, the difference between the Organic Matter and
Nitrogen immobilization rates will decide the limiting factor.
The potential (if no N limitation occurs) Organic matter decay rate if modeled according to (2.3.9)

KlabileOM [ LabileCarbon]

µ g day kgsoil

kT


Ea
KlabileOM = faer  b labileOM AlabileOM  exp  −


 RgTlabileOM
hp




 [O2 ]
PopHeterotrophs day −1

 [γ H ]KH
 1

(2.3.9)

(2.3.10)

Only two organic matter pools were modeled, a labile one and a refractory one. Equations (2.3.9) and
(2.3.10) are for the labile pool, but are also applied to the refractory pool except in this case different
coefficients are used for A and Ea . Equation (2.3.9) is for the Organic matter Carbon decay. Assuming a
uniform distribution within the organic matter, organic Nitrogen decay equals (2.3.9), times the inverse of
the organic matter Carbon / Nitrogen ratio.
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For Nitrogen, immobilization specific rates similar to (2.3.10) are used (again with different coefficients).
The Ammonia and Nitrate immobilization rates are:

K Ammonia  NH 4+ 

K Nitrate  NO3− 

3
µ g day mwater

(2.3.11)

3
µ g day mwater

(2.3.12)

The ammonia specific immobilization rate is greater that the Nitrate one. Since Nitrogen is more easily
segregated from the Hydrogen molecule than from oxygen.
The comparison of (2.3.13) and (2.3.14), defines the limiting factor.

(

)

I NH + + I NO− *
4


1
1
PLC 
−
 CN Heterotrophs CN labile


3

3
mwater
kgsoil

 µ g day kgsoil 



1
1
−
 + PRC 

 CN Heterotrophs CN r e fractory



(2.3.13)






 µ g day kgsoil 

(2.3.14)

I NH + is the potential ammonia immobilization rate, defined by (2.3.11), I NO − is the same for Nitrate,
3

4

defined by (2.3.12). The potential rates for refractory and labile Organic matter decay are represented by
PRC and PLC . Heterotrophic and Organic matter pools Carbon / Nitrogen ratio are expressed as,
CN Heterotrophs , CN Labile and CNrefractory .

Equation (2.3.13) represents the possible Nitrogen immobilization at the maximum (potential) rate.
Equation (2.3.14) translates the Nitrogen needs of the Heterotrophic biomass if the organic matter was
consumed at the potential (maximum) rate.
If (2.3.14) is smaller that (2.3.13) the organic matter potential decay is the limiting factor and will control
the mineral Nitrogen immobilization rate as well as the Heterotrophic population growth. Assuming that
these new immobilization rates keep the same proportion that the potential ones had, the real Ammonia
RI NH + and Nitrate Immobilization RI NO− rates can be calculated by (2.3.15) and (2.3.16).
4

3

 

1
1 
1
1
RI NH + =  PLC 
+ PRC 
−
−


 CN
4
CN labile 
Heteretrop hs
 CN Heteretrophs CN refractory
 


1

 Partition + 1
 

(2.3.15)
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1
1 
1
1
1

−
RI NO− =  PLC 
+ PRC 
−
 CN



3
CN labile 
 
Heteretrophs
 CN Heteretrophs CN refractory  1 Partition + 1

(2.3.16)

Where:

Partition =

[
[

]

K nitrate NO3−
K ammonia NH 4+

]

(2.3.17)

On the other hand if (2.3.13) is smaller than (2.3.14) the nitrogen immobilization rates will control the
organic matter decay and consequent microbial growth. Once again, a constant proportion was assumed
for the labile and refractory matter decay. The labile and refractory decay rates, RPlabile and RPrefractory
are modeled by (2.3.18) and (2.3.19).

RPlabile =

RPrefractory =

I NO− + I NH +
3


1
1
−

 CN Heterotrophs CN labile


4



1
1
−
 + Partition 

 CN Heterotrophs CN refractory








(2.3.18)

I NH + + I NO −
4

3




1
1 
1
1


−
−
1 Partition + 
 CN

 CN

CN
CN
Heteretrophs
labile 
Heteretrophs
refractory 



(2.3.19)

In this case:

Partition =

K refractory [ROMC ]
K labile [LOMC ]

(2.3.20)

Not all of the decayed biomass will be used for Heterotrophic growth. Most of it will be lost as
CO2 according to predefined carbon efficiency. The Heterotrophic Carbon growth is translated by:
C
TotalC decay Het eficiency

(2.3.21)

The same is assumed for Heterotrophic Nitrogen:

(TotalOMN

decay

C
+ TotalN immobiliza tion )Het eficiency

(2.3.22)

In nature, the process of nitrogen mineralization involves the entire food web, and not just the saprophytic
bacteria and fungi that are represented in the model as heterotrophic biomass.
Certain nematode, protozoa and earthworms feed on the saprophytic biomass. As these animals feed,
they respire most of the carbon in the microbial cells, using only a small fraction to grow on (or produce
eggs). Since the C/N ratio of these animals is not too different from that of their microbial food, and most of
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the carbon is converted to CO2 , the predators must excrete most of the ingested nitrogen as ammonia.
According to Brady et al 2002 this bacterial feeding activity of soil animals may increase the rate of
nitrogen mineralization by 100%.
Even thought the importance of predation in nitrogen mineralization is undeniable, a simple approximation
may prove goods results, since the accumulation of cycle elements by the predatory biomass is negligible.
As so at this point, the assumed breathe and ammonia excretion rates ( (2.3.21) and (2.3.22) ) simulate
both the Heterotrophs efficiency and the predatory effects. This means that the predatory effects are
modeled with first order kinetics without explicit predatory biomass and as so without variations of the
predatory specific rate. This should be a point to consider in future work.

2.3.6- Anaerobic processes
The denitrification rate follows (2.3.23)

K Denitrification  NO3− 

3
 µ g day mwater


 [O2 ]


 k bTDenitrification
Ea

K Denitrification = f anaer 
ADenitrification  exp −
Pop Anaerobic
 [γ H ]k H
 RT


h
p
g
Denitrific
ation
 1




(2.3.23)

(2.3.24)

During the denitrification processes the anaerobic biomass will retain part of the Nitrogen and release the
remaining in gaseous forms of Nitrogen ( N 2 , N 2O ) according to a predefined Nitrogen efficiency. At this
point no distinguish is mate between any of the gaseous forms of Nitrogen. Instead a unique property
( N gas ) is assumed.
Since Nitrate is used as an alternative oxidant for the Organic matter, the decay of Labile and refractory
carbon are evaluated from the denitrification rate. Shaffer et al. 1995 proposes a factor of 0.1 to perform
this conversion.
K Denitrification  NO3− 

3
µ gC
mwater
kgsoil µ gNO3−

 µ g day kgsoil 

(2.3.25)

If Nitrate supplies are low, hydrogen can be used as an alternative oxidant, giving off carbon in respiration
in the form of methane. At this point, this still is not implemented.
The Anaerobic Carbon efficiency was considered equal to the Aerobic one so (2.3.25) can be portioned
into a labile and refractory Carbon decay.
Assuming that the Anaerobic and anaerobic decay rates are proportional in each pool, labile Carbon
decay is:
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LabileCdeacy =

3
µ gC
mwater
1
K Denitrification  NO3− 
−
kgsoil µ gNO3
Partition

 µ g day kgsoil 

(2.3.26)

Partition is defined by (2.3.20).
For Refractory Carbon decay (2.3.26) is valid except for the partition term where

1
1 Partition + 1

will be

used.
Organic nitrogen uptakes are modeled by the respective pool (labile or refractory) decay rate times the
inverse of the respective Carbon / Nitrogen ratio.
A Nitrogen balance is obtained between the obtained Nitrogen and Carbon. Using the nitrogen efficiency
proposed by Shaffer et al. 1995, unless organic matter pools have CN3 ratios as high as 200, no
Anaerobic Nitrogen immobilization is required. No data was found in the literature that verified or rejected
this theory. As so, in this model, anaerobic pathways are intrinsically mineralizing. Anaerobic Nitrogen
excretions are represented by (2.3.27).

Anaerobicexcretion

RatioOM NO−
RatioOM NO−

3
3
+

Partition
CN
Partition
CN
1
1
1
+
+
(
)
(
)

labil
refract
= Kdenitrification  NO3−  * 
RatioOM NO−

3
eficiency
+
−

CN Anerobic










(2.3.27)

3
 µ gNH 4+ day mwater


3

Carbon / Nitrogen
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2.3.7- Global balance
After all these equations and interspecies relations were implemented, the global carbon cycle resembles

And the same for nitrogen cycle
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2.4- POWERSIM analysis
A good example of this model versatility is demonstrated with a simple immobilization test. Initial Carbon
and Nitrogen pools were established for values similar to those presented by Cameira, 1998, except for
the Organic Nitrogen values:
Nitrogen Pools

Carbon Pools

Ammonia

−1
7  g kgsoil 

Heterotrophic Carbon

−1 
105.26  µ g gsoil

Nitrogen

−1 
0  g kgsoil

Autotrophic Carbon

−1 
0.11  µ g gsoil

Heterotrophic Nitrogen

−1 
18.78  µ g gsoil

Anaerobic Carbon

−1 
1.05  µ g gsoil

Autotrophic Nitrogen

−1 
0.138  µ g gsoil

Labile Carbon

−1 
581.12  µ g gsoil

Anaerobic Nitrogen

−1 
0.131  µ g gsoil

Refractory Carbon

−1 
23244.78  µ g gsoil

Labile Nitrogen

−1 
581.12  µ g gsoil

Refractory Nitrogen

−1 
2905.6  µ g gsoil















































Table 2.2- Carbon and Nitrogen Pools initialization

This system is placed under heavy Nitrogen stress. The Carbon / Nitrogen ratio of the residues is different
from that of the soil fauna (CN of labile OM is as high as 100 ).
At this first simulation, the soils water levels were considered constant at an aerobic level.
The variation of the different Nitrogen pools are represented in Figure 2.6 - Year long Nitrogen variations

B

A

C

(days)

Figure 2.6 - Year long Nitrogen variations

There are clearly two different growth phases for the Heterotrophic biomass. For the first one (A),
Heterotrophic Nitrogen (2) is growing, but so is the labile Organic Matter Nitrogen content (1). On the other
hand, all the mineral Nitrogen forms (3, 4) disappear from the system, due to Heterotrophic incorporation.
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E

G
D

F
H
Figure 2.7 – Anaerobic growth curve

Figure 2.8- Autotrophic growth curve

This yields a Nitrogen depression period during which mineral Nitrogen will not be available for soil flora.
All the NH 4+ produced during this period is quickly immobilized by Heterotrophic action. Very little ammonia
is available for Nitrification, limiting Autotrophic growth Figure 2.8 (D).
It is interesting to note that some competition, between Heterotrophs and Autotrophs for the available
Ammonia, occurs in the initial period resulting in some Autotrophic growth Figure 2.8 – (H). However,
Heterotrophic biomass soon retains most of the Ammonia. Some Nitrate production occurs at residual
rate, but Heterotrophic Immobilization quickly drains the soil of this Nitrogen form.

In Figure 2.6, Labile Nitrogen is increasing due to biomass death. Microorganism’s biomass returns more
Carbon than Nitrogen when death occurs. Organic labile Nitrogen is depleted at a reason of 1 part of
Nitrogen for each 100 parts of Carbon and is supplied with a reason of 1 part for each eight parts of
Carbon, leading to a reduction of labile CN Figure 2.9. In a global perspective, Nitrogen is conserved
(denitrification rates are negligible), while Carbon is lost by respiration. Some carbon input exists due to
the Autotrophic processes, but this incorporations is
much less than Heterotrophic respiration (Heterotrophic
populations are 100 times the Anaerobic ones.)
The death phase that follows the initial growth period
Figure 2.3 - (A) is due to Nitrogen limitation. There’s not
enough mineral Nitrogen to supply the existing
Heterotrophic population. However, labile Organic matter
CN is getting close to a point where Mineral Nitrogen

Figure 2.9 - Labile OM CN ratio variations

immobilization won’t be limiting.
At this point (labile CN near 20) the Heterotrophic Ammonia excretion rate will surpass the Immobilization
rate. Immobilization is still needed, but Ammonia levels will grow. This leads to a situation where Ammonia
Immobilization increases its own rate. The more Heterotrophs immobilize, the faster they grow, more
ammonia is produced and more they can immobilize which in turn leads to higher Heterotrophic growth
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rates. The initial period of curve Figure 2.6 - (B) correspond to this situation. Autotrophic growth also
responds to these ammonia increases Figure 2.8 - (F).
Soon the carbon uptake rate will be the limiting factor and the second growth period Figure 2.6 - (B) takes
place. At this stage more ammonia is produced than immobilized, so Autotrophs can nitrify Figure 2.8 (E). This leads to increasing concentrations of Nitrate, and soon some minimum anaerobic denitrifying
activity will take place Figure 2.7 - (G).
Repeating the same simulation with and initial labile CN of 20, no Nitrate depression period occurs. Only
one Heterotrophic growth curve is present Figure 2.10.
For intermediate CN ratios, both Heterotrophic maximums grow apart and the Nitrate depression period
increases (Figure 2.10).
CN - 20

CN - 50

CN -30

Figure 2.10- Cycle variations with Labile CN

If Nitrogen stress is greater than a maximum value only one maximum may be present. Refractory
Nitrogen also affects the Heterotrophic growth curves distribution, but with less intensity.
Repeating the initial simulation with greater water content, anaerobic processes gain importance and
Nitrogen gas is produced. However this is a slow and ineffective process that takes much longer to obtain
large concentrations of Nitrogen gas Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11-Anaerobic condition

Some Nitrogen immobilization occurs before Heterotrophic biomass begins to die off. When this happens,
Ammonia excretions begin to nitrify and Nitrate is produced. However, the initial levels of Mineral Nitrogen
are never replaced.
Comparison of the situations represented in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.6, illustrates the effect of soil water
contents on the soils microorganisms.
Another very important effect of soil water is the direct effect on the properties concentrations. The only
dissolved properties are the Ammonium and Nitrate ions. If for some reason soil water content drops to
−1 
half, the Ammonia immobilization rate  µ g kgsoil
 will remain the same. However, the nitrification
−3 
 µ g mwater

 rate will be doubled, giving an advantage to the nitrifying bacteria. Heterotrophic biomass

will immobilize the Nitrate anyway, but the immobilization rate is smaller for Nitrate than for Ammonia. As
so variations of soil water content can change the Heterotrophic growth’s limiting factor from Carbon to
Nitrate.
At this point POWERSIM limitations begin to appear. The only way to change a state variable value is thru
a mass flux. For instance, ammonia concentration can only change if some ammonia turns into Nitrate.
Ammonia and Nitrate concentrations cannot increase when dryness episodes occur.

2.5- FORTRAN implementation
In the MOHID structure, the previously implemented SEDIMENTPROPERTIES module controls the
evolution of properties in the sediments. Partitions processes, advection – diffusion processes are all
controlled by this module.
In order to include sediment processes in MOHID, some new modules were added to the modular
structure. The model’s philosophy and hierarchy can be seen has in the picture below.
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Figure 2.12- MOHID’s general Hierarchy

SEDIMENTPROPERTIES is a client of WATERPROPERTIES. Therefore, if one specifies that a certain
water property should be computed with sediments processes, the SEDIMENTPROPERTIES module is
coupled. Two distinct water flow models are available to this module, a soil water flow model and a
consolidation model. The use of these two hydrodynamic modules is managed by an interface,
SEDIMENTHYDRODYNAMIC.
If any given property has sediments processes enabled, module SEDIMENTPROPERTIES calls module
ADVECTIONDIFUSION

to

calculate

mass

transport

within

the

sediments.

Module

SEDIMENTHYDRODYNAMIC supplies the water fluxes and volumes needed for the module ADVECTION
DIFFUSION to function (see APPENDIX II).
SEDIMENTPROPERTIES, will calculate the diffusion coefficients and partition processes, and will store
and output the properties concentrations. Finally, it calculates the mass flux between sediments and the
water column.
For the Carbon / Nitrogen cycle in soil, a new module was created, SEDIMENTQUALITY, this module will
solve the system of differential equations presented in chapter 2.3.1-Model conceptualization.
A private subroutine was created in SEDIMENTPROPERTIES, to use SEDIMENTQUALITY. This routine
uses MODULEINTERFACE to transform the cycle element’s concentrations in the three dimensional
domain into uni-dimensional arrays (one for each property). Each line of this array corresponds to certain
cell. These uni-dimensional arrays are grouped in a matrix (Figure 2.13) and supplied to
SEDIMENTQUALITY, which in turn runs through every column in the newly formed array calculating new
properties concentrations.
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 First p r operty FirstCell SecondCell " LastCell 


#
#
"
"
#


 Last p r operty FirstCell
"
" LastCell 

Figure 2.13 - Example of SEDIMENTQUALITY array

After SEDIMENTQUALITY’s calculations, the newly obtained concentrations will be returned to
SEDIMENTPROPERTIES, after MODULEINTERFACE turns the concentrations array back into several
three-dimensional arrays, one for each property.
SEDIMENTPROPERTIES also has to coordinate the different time steps that each process needs. Soil
hydrodynamic, due to the shape of the matric potential – water retention curve, needs a variable time step
(APPENDIX I). If wet soil is in contact with dry soil massive gradients are present, and minor steps are
needed to assure stability. When matric potential gradients are smaller, MODULESOIL increases the time
step so that computation time is reduced.
For a good soil hydraulics computation, the maximum time step is usually around 50 seconds, depending
on the soil type. For cycle processes, larger time steps are used. The typical, time interval used is about 6
hours. SEDIMENTPROPERTIES conjugates these different time steps, paying attention only to the
smaller one (soil). New concentrations calculated by SEDIMENTQUALITY, are divided by the module’s
time step (six hours) and multiplied by this minimum time step, every time the soil’s hydrodynamics is
calculated. When enough time has passed, SEDIMENTQUALITY is called again and the process restarts.

2.5.1- System Solution
Up to this point, no attention was paid to numerical solutions for the equations presented in Chapter 2.3-.
Such equations can be solved with and explicit approach or an implicit approach. The explicit approach
has the advantage of being quicker and simple to program. On the other hand, the implicit method has the
reputation of maintaining stability for larger time steps. If an explicit approach is used, all the cycle
equations will be discredited according to (2.5.1).

ctj +∆t = c tj +∆t + ∆t

pn

∑K c
j =1

t
i i

(2.5.1)

Where c represents a generic property, Ki is the specific rate for pool i, ∆t is the chosen time step and pn
is the total properties number. This is a very simple system to solve since all the terms on the right hand
side are known.
If an implicit method is chosen, equation (2.5.2) will be solved.
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ctj +∆t = c tj + ∆t

pn

∑K c
j =1

t +∆t
i i

(2.5.2)

In order to obtain the new properties concentration, a matrix inversion process must be involved (in
MOHID, this is performed in module LUD). Also some explicit nature must be present, since all the specific
rates K depend on some properties. If these properties were evaluated at t + ∆t , equation (2.5.2) would
not be linear, leading to a system of difficult resolution.
A third method was implemented in MOHID, a “semi-implicit” method. This method uses a peculiar
approach to numerical problems that may arise from the remaining two methods.
Since all the processes have an exponential analytic solution, the properties evolution curves should
follow.

The explicit method uses “old” concentrations to evaluate the new ones this is a good

approximation for exponential growth terms since the numerical solution is always inferior to the analytical
one. On the other hand for exponential decay (that correspond to sink sources), the numerical solution
may lead to negative values (meaningless for concentrations).
The implicit method behaves in an opposite manner, since new concentrations are evaluated from
themselves, new concentrations are always over estimated. This never leads to negative values, but may
cause numerical instability due to excessive large numbers in source terms.
In the semi-implicit method if a term is a source it will be solved by an explicit method, on the other hand if
it is a sink term, an implicit method is used, according to (2.5.3).

ctj +∆t = ctj + ∆t

pn

∑
j =1

Ei cit + ∆t

pn

∑I c
j =1

t +∆t
i i

(2.5.3)

If the specific rate is positive, Ei equals it and Ii is null. The opposite is true for sink terms.
This method has advantages in terms of stability, however since the same term can be a sink in the
evolution equation of a given property and simultaneously a source for another property, mass
conservation issues will arise.

2.5.2- General Module Structure
In SEDIMENTQUALITY, specific rates calculation, the relations between cycle properties and the
resolution of the obtained system of equations, are all separate processes. With such and approach, new
kinetics can easily replace the used one and new properties or processes can added without major
changes to the existing program’s code.
This module receives the array described in 2.5-FORTRAN implementation , and runs trough every
column.
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The Dissolved oxygen is calculated according to Henry’s law (according to Metcalf and Eddy (1978) ),
using the cells temperature.
In the next step the anaerobic ( fanaerobiose ) and aerobic ( f aerobiose ) functions of (2.3.1) are calculated. The
method of Caskey and Scheppers, 1985 as in Shaffer et al 19995 is used.
According to Shaffer et al. 19995, when soil water content is high conditions are strongly anaerobic. The
opposite holds at low water content. The assumption for this is that the higher oxygen content of the soil
atmosphere raises the dissolved oxygen concentration in the interstitial water.
As so, the values of the factors fanaerobiose and faerobiose are related to the percentage of the soil’s interstitial
space filled with water. This quantity is calculated in SEDIMENTHYDRODYNAMIC and passed by
argument into SEDIMENTQUALITY.
Table 2.3 summarizes the relation between fanaerobiose , faerobiose and the percentage of water -filled pore
space

θ rf

f aerobiose

θ rf

f anaerobiose

1,2
1

Aerobiose
function

0,8

60

1.00

60

0.001

0,6

Anaerobios
e function

0,4

70

0.40

80

0.130

80

0.10

100

1.000

87

0,2
0
0

50

100

150

Theta

.001

Table 2.3- Relation between aerobic and anaerobic

Figure 2.14-Aerobic and anaerobic coefficients of as a

coefficients and the percentage of water filled space

functions of the percentage of water filled pore space

The next step is to calculate all the specific rates, according to the user supplied coefficients and (2.3.1).
Tests are made to evaluate the necessity of mineral Nitrogen immobilization and the limiting factors for
Heterotrophic action are established see chapter 2.3.1-Model conceptualization.
A matrix is assembled these coefficients, that correspond to the specific rate times the time interval (see
2.5.1-System Solution). Using this array and the current concentrations has the independent term, the new
values for each property are calculated (2.5.1-System Solution).
Then the module moves to the next cell and the process restarts.

2.5.3- Initial Results Analysis
The first analysis performed on MOHID were to compare FORTRAN results with POWERSIM.
If programming error occurred both results would be different.
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In order for both results (POWERSIM and MOHID) to be directly comparable, MOHID soil hydrodynamics’
was disconnected trough the use of very low conductivities ( as low as 10E-60).
In this particular case, when the nitrate depression period is over, most of the labile carbon has already
been consumed. Transitions from carbon to nitrogen limitation by the Heterotrophic biomass are also
verified and as so this is a good test run for the different subroutines used by SEDIMENTQUALITY.
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Figure 2.15- POWERSIM – FORTRAN comparison

Both models produced a similar result, which verifies the consistency between then. The depression
period is present and leads to two different growth curves. In both situations (Nitrogen and Carbon
limitation), the different models responded in a similar fashion.
MOHID can output results in two different formats, time series in ASCII format or HDF. Time series
correspond to the variation of one or several properties, along the simulation time, in a given cell.
In HDF- Hierarchical Data Format, a single property values are outputted in all the domain cells, for each
instant. MOHID graphic user interface recognizes this format and allows several representations such as
isolines, vector field, etc.
The graphics presented on this page are the result of time series. In order to save time, a Microsoft Excel
macro was developed to read the ASCII data, from the outputted time series of both POWERSIM and
MOHID and create these graphics. More information about these macros can be found in (APPENDIX
IV).
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For multidimensional test, more data must be gathered. In all of the runs that are presented in this
chapter, hydraulic properties from a soil in Alvalade (Alentejo) was used, since this data was available
(Chabel-Leitão et al. 2002).
Actual climatological data from Alvalade was also used. Precipitation end evaporation, data were gathered
from May 2001 to the same month in 2002 APPENDIX III.

3.1- Simple soil column
Nitrogen dynamics was applied to the same soil column described in Chanbel Leitão et al. 2003, (see
APPENDIX III). The different Carbon and Nitrogen pools were initialized in a uniform manner according
to the values presented in Table 2.2- Carbon and Nitrogen Pools initialization.
A simple vertical discretization of 20 layers of 0.5 centimeters each was used. For horizontal discretization,
a single cell of one square meter was defined, thus producing a one-dimensional model.

Figure 3.1- Vertical descretization

Figure 3.2- Horizontal grid

The grey cells in Figure 3.2- Horizontal grid are points that are out of the calculation domain. The boundary
conditions for the bottom flux are of Newman type with null gradient.
Since the nitrogen ratio of the available residues is once again very low, all the available mineral nitrogen
is immobilized in the first days of the simulations, like in chapter 0
POWERSIM analysis. However, variations of water content in depth will affect microbial action.
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As Figure 3.3- Water Content variations shows, the water level variations are attenuated with depth. The
opposite occurs with water content, witch increases with depth.
Aerobic microbial biomass at the surface has to survive more water content variations. On the other hand,
in deeper sections anaerobic conditions begin to appear, thus limiting aerobic processes.
Soil Water variations
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Figure 3.3- Water Content variations

Water velocity is also higher for the upper layers, which leads to higher transport velocities for dissolved
properties. This poses an interesting question for the aerobic biomass, since it must balance the anaerobic
conditions, dissolved properties leaching and water level variations.
Heterotrophic Carbon variations with depth
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Figure 3.4- Heterotrophic Carbon Variations

From the analysis of Figure 3.4, two growth periods for the Heterotrophic population line are identified. The
transition from nitrogen to carbon limitation occurs at different times (Figure 3.4 – (A)(B)(C)). For the
surface cell, the heterotrophic population only enters a carbon-limited growth at the end of the run (Figure
3.4 – (C)). For 0.35 meters of depth, the transition occurs around September (Figure 3.4 – (A)). For 0.25
meters, a few moths later (Figure 3.4 – (B)), and for the maximum simulated depth no transition occurs.
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The transitional period is also visible in a dissolved ammonia plot, since ammonium ion concentrations
have a small increase (Figure 3.5 – (B)) when transition for nitrogen to carbon occurs (response time for
the autotrophic biomass to begin to nitrify see Chapter Chapter 2.4- POWERSIM analysis).
Dissoved Amonia variations
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Figure 3.5- Dissolved Ammonia Variations

The initial variations of dissolved ammonia on the three upper cells, Figure 3.5– (A), are quite similar, but
the deeper the layer is the longer it takes to lower the ammonia concentration. In the initial period
Heterotrophic populations are similar for all layers, so this variation is due to water transport from the
upper layers to the lower ones. This conclusion is not valid for the final layer of 1.00 meters since strong
anaerobic conditions are present from the beginning, thus lowering heterotrophic immobilization from the
start.
The lower the values of mineral nitrogen are for a given cell, the longer the nitrate depression period will
be (see Chapter 2.4- POWERSIM analysis), which would explain why surface populations suffer such a
long depression period. However, the variations of ammonia are not enough to explain such differences as
those experienced by Heterotrophic populations at the surface, and the next two layers.
A possible answer to this puzzle is the dissolved nitrate concentrations. During the nitrate depression
period commented in Chapter 2.4- POWERSIM analysis, no nitrate increases occur. However, Aerobic
populations never cease to grow Figure 2.8 – (D). This indicates that some Nitrogen production occurs, but
the nitrogen starved Heterotrophic biomass rapidly immobilizes the newly produced nitrogen. When the
same situation occurs in this example, heterotrophic microorganisms will have more difficulty to immobilize
Nitrate since water will leach it to deeper layers.
Figure 3.7. shows the variation of the Ammonium ion concentration without nutrient cycling. Variations are
lower for deeper layers since the deeper the layer is, the smaller the water velocities are. In addition, all of
the above layers will provide a source of dissolved properties.
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As so, nitrate produced in the upper layers is washed to the lower ones, depriving aerobic biomass from
its limiting factor. This allows the aerobic Heterotrophic biomass to surpass the nitrate depression period
before the other layers.
Dissoved Nitrate variations
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Figure 3.6- Nitrate Variations

Ammonia Variations without nutient cycling
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Figure 3.7- Ammonia Leaching without nutrient cycling

Once the nitrate depression period is over, Heterotrophic growth is only limited by the soil’s carbon
content. When this happens the cell with less total water content will have the higher population, unless
occasional episodes wash way the minimum needed mineral nitrogen (even though it is a carbon-limited
growth minor immobilization usually takes place). As so, the aerobic heterotrophic biomass at 0.25
centimeters soon surpasses the concentration at 0.35 (Figure 3.4 – (D)). From then on, population
variations for these cells are parallel (Figure 3.4 – (E)), proportionally to their total water volume.
Another interesting event to note is the different effect that the soil water peak represented in Figure 3.3 –
(A) has on the different layers heterotrophic growing curve (Figure 3.4 – (F)). For the cell at 0.35
centimeters, this variation happens at the stationary phase, when growth and death rates are in balance.
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In this case, the anaerobic conditions produced, disrupt the balance situation and results in visible
variations of the growth curve. For the higher layer, the same water variation occurs in the growth phase
when growth rates far exceed the death rates. In this case, the increase of water content produces minor
variations. For the surface layer, death rates are already higher then the growth rates and the water
content variations produced no visible results.
After de depression period, Ammonia levels in the upper layer Figure 3.5 – (B) reach much higher levels
than the remaining cells ever did. This also corresponds to low Nitrate production Figure 3.6 – (B). The
reason is that the long depression period, killed most of the Autotrophic population and as so a longer
reestablishment time (during which little nitrification occurs) for the autotrophic population is needed.
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Figure 3.8- Heterotrophic population

This variation of populations with depth explains a usual good agricultural practice that claims that
applying organic residues only in the surface will lead higher rates of Nitrate leaching, than distributing
them evenly on the first soil centimeters.
If the initial organic matter pools are only applied to the surface, no change will occur on the various
properties variation curves for the top layer. On the other hand, no microbial growth will occur for the
deeper layers (because there is no substrate). When the Nitrate leaching occurs, there will be no microbial
immobilization action in the deeper layers, leading to higher leaching values.
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3.2- Why go downhill?
For the second test run, all the conditions from the previous run were repeated with some terrain slope,
according to Figure 3.9. A sigma vertical coordinate was used, again with 20 vertical layers. For horizontal
discretization, an approximately square domain of 5 X 6 cells, each with a square meter.

Figure 3.9- Vertical discretization

Figure 3.10- Three-dimensional view of the calculus
domain.

The first situation worthy to note is that for several time instants water flows according to the gravitational
potential Figure 3.12- Water velocity vectors, and water content in a normalized scale, at 23 h of
2001/5/24. Even though this seams harmless, the reasons for such a flow are deeper that one may think.
Gravitational potential plays a minor role in water flow (APENDIX I). Small variations in water content
can lead to tremendous variations of the soil’s matric potential, quickly overriding potential differences due
to gravity.
Since water is entering the domain in a uniform fashion, and all the
cells have an equal surface, the lower terrain will become damp
faster than the upper terrain (greater volume), which should lead to
an ascending water flow. However, for some periods, this does not
happen. When drying periods occurs, or even after short pulses of
rain, the lower terrain will dry sooner, by passing the water to the
lower layers or by means of evaporation. On the other hand, the

Where
should I go?

i
i+1

j+1
j+1

Figure 3.11- Vertical discretization

upper terrain tends to retain water for long due to its larger volume,
and a potential gradient is created forcing water to go “down-hill”.
In Cartesian vertical coordinates, ( Figure 3.11 ) both these situation are easier to visualize. If we imagine
a single drop of water applied to the entire domain, the water drop at the top of the first cell (i), it must
infiltrate to the second one (i+1) (no other choice). Once it gets there, it must “decide” where to go next, it
can either go to the cell on the right or to the lower cell. Meanwhile the same has happened on the cell (j)
and (j+1), except in this case the water drop at (j) has more directions to choose from. Repeating this
process and regardless of what that choice was, when the first water gets to (i+1), (j+1) will be drier since
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part of the water drop has flown elsewhere, so the water drop at (i+1) will have some matric gradient
pulling it to (j+1).

Figure 3.12- Water velocity vectors, and water content in a
normalized scale, at 23 h of 2001/5/24

Figure 3.13- Water velocity vectors, and water content in a
normalized scale, at 23 h of 2001/12/15

On the other hand if two water drops enter the terrain one after the other, the column of (j) cells would
become saturated, while the column of (i) would still have one cell with no water, thus water flow from (j) to
(I would occur).
Sigma vertical coordinates are of some help in these situations since they will help to diminish numerical
dispersion, avoiding situations where water fluxes must run trough more cells to diminish the potential
gradients
i

i
j

k

j

k

Figure 3.14- Comparison of sigma coordinates and Cartesian ones. In the Cartesian discretization, in order for water to run from
the higher potential (i), to the lower (k), it must pass through a cell of intermediate matric potential (j), causing numerical
dispersion.

In conclusion, if horizontal fluxes of soil water occur, fluxes for the cycle elements must also occur, but
how important are they? Mass transfers from half of the soil column to the other side, were integrated over
the run.
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Acumulated Nitrate flux
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Figure 3.15 - Horizontal mass fluxes

Negative mass values means that the flux has occurred “down- hill”, while Positive values count for
ascending mass fluxes.
From the analysis of Figure 3.15 - Horizontal mass fluxes have a positive net value for “uphill” fluxes.
However when compared to the nitrate mass contained in each of the half domains through which these
mass fluxes where accounted (around 1E9 µ g ), these fluxes can be considered small.
For nitrogen cycling, detailed analysis as those presented in the previous chapter are harder to realize
since different depth profiles are obtained for each cell. As so global analysis using MOHID-GUI4 are
more useful in this situation.
As can be seen from figure cc to cc, the initial ammonia ammonium variations happens in a similar way to
3.1-Simple soil column

4

Graphic User Interface
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Figure 3.16- Ammonium values at the initial time periods

However, the different water regimes lead to different heterotrophic population distributions
Nitrate levels reach maximum values for different time intervals, residues applications should consider
these variations.

3.3- Don’t be depressed
Both these simulations were repeated with higher CN ratios for the organic labile residues pool. An initial
CN ratio of 50 was established.
Integrating the leached ammonia and nitrate to the lower layer, Figure 3.17 is obtained.
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Figure 3.17- Accumulated leached Nitrate mass for a sloped terrain

Note that when the winter rains arrive, the autotrophic microorganisms are at full nitrification rate thus
producing higher nitrate leaching rates. An increase of 18% of leached nitrate occurs for a nitrogen input
increases of 100%. The leached values are close to those presented by Cameira, 1998 here 30 kg of
NO3− − N per acre are predicted to leach.
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3.4- Cover it up
For the final test run, part of the top cells where covered with a layer with extremely low conductivity. Even
thought the populations distributions are somewhat different, a smaller area for water to enter did not
drastically change the leached nitrate values.
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Figure 3.18- Nitrate leaching with 50% of the top area covered

This time only a small difference of 5% less nitrogen was leached.

Figure 3.19 - Comparison of Heterotrophic populations distributions (the scales are in normalized values) on the left, the surface
is covered.

Figure 3.20 - Comparison of Nitrate levels at the end of the run. On the right hand side, the cells where the water was added are
the ones with the lower concentration. On the left the whole surface was watered.
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4.1- Conclusion / Future work
Water flow and solute transport in unsaturated soil poses an interesting challenge for computational
methods. Unlike water flow in streams or oceans, horizontal mixing is very limited, leading to large
horizontal heterogeneity and consequent gradients.
In addition, a complex biological structure interacts with soil water and available nutrients creating spatial
gradients that horizontal fluxes are not enough to eliminate.
This, and the limited computational capabilities that existed when most soil water flow models were
created, were the factor that lead to one-dimensional models. This work attempted to demonstrate that
simple terrain variations are enough to invalidate, vertical profiles draw in a single point.
When developing this model, attention was paid on reducing to the maximum the needs for data
entrances. Future implementations should include a similar mechanism to RZWQM, which allows the user
to run the model from a standard initial conditions simulating several years of selected cultural practices,
which means that the model can initialize it self.
Nutrient and environmental conditions have proven to cause temporal variability in Nitrogen dynamics
affecting the microbial populations, thus the choice for a more complicated nutrient cycle that explicitly
simulates microbial interactions was successful. The control of nitrogen depression periods in different
parts of the terrain is the key to good nitrate management and environmental gains. Another interesting
conclusion is that in soil, Nitrogen is the problem that one must follow, but when this problem appears
when carbon is the limiting nutrient, thus nitrogen modeling in soil must include parallel carbon cycle
modeling.
A new structure was tried to implement in the new MOHID module SEDIMENTQUALITY, this has the aim
of producing a generic module that could solve any zero dimensional process. Hopefully, in the future
creating properties dynamics in an fully three-dimensional model as MOHID will be as easy as “drawing” in
a computer interface the state properties and relations between them.
For the present, a reasonable tool was developed in which microbial activity has the possibility of
integrating soil air and temperature responses and chemical interactions. Field data validation for such a
tool is the challenge that must be faced next. At this point, the models runs for realistic values responding
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accordingly to expected, (leached values of Nitrate are in the same order as those presented in Cameira,
1998) but the ultimate test for any model has to be field data validation.
Implemented soil carbon pools are very simple when compared to other models. This leads to a very
flexible model where no restrains are placed on the way residues CN ratios vary, however this may not be
a realistic simulation. Predatory food-web sensibility analysis should also be performed.
Zymogenous and Autochthonous biomass pool divisions would also make a good addition to the model,
allowing long periods of carbon depression to be modeled without having to explicitly stop death rates.
When simple surface water flow, and plant roots are implemented MOHID will be able fully simulate water
and nutrient flow for a diversity of terrain morphologies and cultural practices for a diversity of scales.
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1- Water retention in soil
The most important characteristics of the soil water phase are the amount of water in a specified amount of
soil and the force with which water is retained. The following text introduces these concepts.

1.1-Soil water content
The water content of soils is expressed in two different units, as the volumetric water content θ v and the
gravimetric water content θ g . The first is the volume of liquid water per volume of soil and the gravimetric
water content is the mass of water per mass of dry soil.

1.2-Energy state of water in soil
The retention and movement of water in soils, its uptake by plants or its loss to the atmosphere are all
energy related phenomena. In the case of soil, potential and kinetic energy are important. However many
processes involving water in soil and plant systems may be dealt with merely by characterizing potential
energy changes; kinetic energy enters into equations only implicitly. Nevertheless, the use of potential
energy is restricted to those situations where temperature may be regarded to have a negligible effect upon
the process under consideration (Jury et al).
There are numerous forces that act upon water in a soil, with various directions, for instance, the
gravitational field pulls water vertically downward, force fields caused by the attraction of solid surfaces for
water (adhesion) pull water in various directions. Ions dissolved in water have an attractive force for water
and resist attempts to move it and there are capillary forces at stake near an air water interface.
This variety of forces and directions in which they are oriented make the description of force networks in soil
very difficult. However, it is possible to calculate the potential energy of a unit quantity of water as a result of
forces acting upon it.
Potential energy differences from point to point in isothermal systems will determine the direction of flow, the
amount of work available for causing flow, or the amount of work that must be done by an outside force to
cause flow. As usual, the concept of potential energy must be defined to a reference or standard state, since
there is no absolute energy scale. The standard state is defined to be the state of pure (no solutes), free (no
external forces other than gravity) water at reference pressure P0 , reference temperature T0 and elevation
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Z 0 and is arbitrarily given the value zero (Bolt, 1976). This lead to the total soil water potential at
temperature T0 as:
The amount of useful work per unit of pure water that must be done by means of externally applied forces to
transfer reversibly and isothermally an infinitesimal amount of water from the standard state to the soil liquid
phase at the point under consideration. [BOLT 1976 as in Jury et al. 1991]
The units of the potential energy depend on whether the amount of pure water mentioned is expressed as a
mass, volume or weight. TABLE 1.1 summarizes these units
TABLE 1.1 Systems of Units of Total Soil Water Potential
Units

Symbol

Name

Dimensions SI Units

Energy/mass

µT

Chemical potential

L2 T 2

J kg

Energy/volume

ψT

Soil water potential

M LT 2

Pa

Energy/weight

hT

Soil water potential head

L

m

If we break up the transition from the reference poll to the soil in to a series of reversible and isothermal
steps the sum of these steps will be equal to the sum of the potential energy changes corresponding to each
of the steps.
As so, the total potential energy was divided in
o

Gravitational Potential ψ z (z in Head Units) or the energy per unit quantity of water (mass,

volume or weight) required to move an infinitesimal amount of pure, free water from the reference
elevation, z 0 to the soil water elevation z soil . The reference elevation is purposely designated at
a site in the soil profile below that of the soil so that the gravitational potential is always positive
o

Solute potential

ψs

(s in head units) or the change in energy per unit quantity when we

maintain all the characteristics of the reference poll, but add solutes identical in composition to the
soil solution at the point of interest.
The remaining components of the water potential energy have been defined somewhat differently by many
various authors (see Jury et al 1991), but the soil matrix potential is the most important in common soils.
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o

Matric Potential

ψm

(h in head units) or the energy per unit quantity of water, required to

transfer an infinitesimal amount of water from a reference pool of soil water at the elevation of the
soil to the point of interest in the soil at reference air pressure.
This potential accounts for the capacity of the soil to retain water. For instance, a soil with small pores can
hold water more tightly then a larger pore soil, since it has a smaller matric potential. Water will adhere to
the pore’s wall, so a smaller pore will have more “units” of water in contact with the wall since it has less
“empty” space.
If , for instance a plant will try to remove water from the tighter soil it will have to supply more energy to
remove it, because the water is bounded to the soil by ionic links in stead of bounded to other water
molecules by hydrogen links.
When we ad solutes to the reference water or place the reference water in contact with soil particles water
will have less mobility since it would be attracted to the solutes or soil. As so both these interactions will
reduce water potential energy.
When we place water in a higher elevation that the reference water (as said previously the reference
elevation is always below the soil) the potential energy of water will always increase. Figure 1.1, translates
these mechanisms.

Potential energy level of soil water at a higher
elevation than the standard reference state
+
Gravitational
Potential

Potential energy level of pure water at standard
0

reference state

Osmotic

Potential energy level of water containing salts
-

Potential

and other solutes

Matric

Potential energy level of water attracted by soil
-

Potential

solids (soil matrix)

Figure 1.1- Potential energy
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2- Flow through saturated media
As said on the previous chapter when too points at different potentials are brought into contact with each
other, water will flow from high to low potential in order to restore equilibrium. This rate will depend on the
hydraulic resistance of the medium. This chapter introduces how water flow is described in saturated media.

2.1-Poiseulle’s Law
The simplest example is the flow trough a horizontal capillary tube of diameter D as a result of an imposed
hydrostatic pressure difference.

Figure 2.1 Section of a capillary Tube (adapted from Jury et al., 1990)

Since the flow is not accelerating, the net force on any water volume within the tube is equal to zero, and at
low flow rates, Newton’s law of viscosity (2.1.4) is valid.
The force caused by unequal pressure is:

FP = P1πr 2 − P2πr 2 = ∆Pπr 2

(2.1.1)

The shear force exerted on the water volume by the molecules in contact with the external surface area is:

Fs = τ (2πrL)

(2.1.2)

τ = ∆P r 2 L

(2.1.3)

from (2.1.1) and (2.1.2)

Using Newton’s law of viscosity (2.1.4) and equating it with (2.1.3) we obtain (2.1.5).

4

dv
dr

(2.1.4)

2 Lµ
dv
∆P

(2.1.5)

τ = −µ

rdr = −
Considering that the velocity at r = D

2

is zero (no slip condition)

D/2

∫

2 Lµ
dv
∆P V ∫( r )
0

rdr = −

r

(2.1.6)

or

V (r ) =

∆P D 2
(
− r2)
4 Lµ 4

(2.1.7)

Poiseulle’s law derives from (2.1.7), but represents the volume of water flowing per unit time Q through the
capillary. Therefore, we must integrate (2.1.7) over the entire cross-section area of the tube:

∆P
Q = ∫∫ V (r )dA =
4 Lµ

D / 2 2π

∫
0

D2
2
∫0 ( 4 − r )rdφdr

(2.1.8)

or finally

Q=

π D 4 ∆P
128µ L

(2.1.9)

Poiseulle’s law (2.1.9) is the result of:
o

∆P , witch represents the potential energy difference that causes the flow

o

πD 4
which can be described as a proportionality coefficient
128µ

Since the flow will depend on the forth power of the tubes diameter, if the diameter drops to half, the flow will
need a pressure difference 16 times greater to maintain the same volume of water flowing.
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The pressure difference is currently in Pa [kg m-1 s-2]. In this case we can regard the pressure difference
as a potential energy per unit volume (TABLE 1.1).
If the tube described in Figure 2.1 had some slope, we would have to consider not only the pressure
difference, but also the gravitational potential difference of both ends. The same would be valid for kinetic
energy differences.

2.2-Darcy’s Law
Soil contains a large distribution of pore sizes and channels through which water may flow. The problem is
that the exact geometry of these openings is unknown. As so, Newton’s law of viscosity cannot used directly
to calculate flow rates in response to water potential gradients. Instead, averages are taken over many
pores to obtain macroscopic flow equations that describe water flow through saturated media. Henry Darcy
developed this method in 1856 (Quintela, 1998).
If we assume that the soil is rigid, saturated and that no solute membranes exist in the flow path, the total
potential energy at any given point can be described has the sum of the hydrostatic pressure and
gravitational potential. In head units (TABLE 1.1), this combination is called the hydraulic head H (Jury
et al. 1991):

H=

p

γ

+z

(2.2.1)

Where γ accounts for the volumetric weight of water ( γ = g × ρ w ). Since Pressure corresponds to
potential energy per unit volume,

p

γ

is energy per unit weight see (TABLE 1.1).

Expression (2.2.9) was derived using potential energy per unit volume so in order to maintain its validity in
head units we must multiply the factor C by γ to turn volume to weight. So expression (2.2.9):

Q=

πγ D 4 ∆H
128µ L

(2.2.2)

or if a flow rate per unit area is consider:
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γ D 2 ∆H
Q
Jw = 2 =
32µ L
πr

(2.2.3)

In a saturated1 soil we can consider an apparent velocity v , or apparent flow rate per unit area J W through
the porous medium in stead of the velocity or unit flow in each of the channels (in this text v e or J We . So:

dQ = J W dA

(2.2.4)

Where dA is an elemental area of soil, considering free space and particle filled space. The porosity ne of
the medium can be regarded has ratio between the available area for the flow to take place (not occupied by
soil particles) and the total area of the soil.

ne =

Ae
A

(2.2.5)

In a given area of soil the flow can either be described by the apparent unit flow J W and the total area of
soil A , or the unit flow through the open channels J We and their respective area Ae .

J We Ae = J W A

(2.2.6)

Using (2.2.3), (2.2.5) and (2.2.6)

J w = ne

γD 2 ∆H
32 µ L

(2.2.7)

∆H
L

(2.2.8)

Or,

Jw = Ks

Where K s is the saturated hydraulic conductivity [LT-1] in head units.
There are several methods to determine the saturated soil’s conductivity. The simples is to measure J w in
a laboratory using a vertical column of known length and fitting the experimental data to (2.2.8). This
procedure is know as the constant-head method of measuring K s [Klute and Dirksen, 1986].

1

A saturated soil has all it’s free volume (pores) filled with water
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3- Flow through unsaturated
media
When soil is not saturated, an air phase as well as the water phase is present. This drastically changes the
water flow in the channels described in the previous section.
In unsaturated soil, water is partially bounded by the walls, and partially by an interface with the air phase.
The positive water pressure found in saturated soils due to hydrostatic pressure has no meaning in
unsaturated soils since the water is in contact with air. The water pressure of the liquid phase is caused by
water elevation, attraction to solid surfaces, and the surface tension of the air-water interface. In this case
(unsaturated), water pressure is lower than the reference liquid pressure at the same elevation.
Edgar Buckingham in 1907 proposed a modification to Darcy’s law (2.2.8) to describe flow through
unsaturated soil. Considering:
o

The driving force for water flow in isothermal, rigid, unsaturated media, containing no solute
membranes is the sum of the matric and gravitational potentials.

o

The hydraulic conductivity is a function of the water content or matric potential

For vertical flow the Darcy-Buckingham flux law is:

J W = − K ( h)

∂H
∂
= − K (h) (h + z )
∂z
∂z

(3.1)

Equation (3.1) is similar to (2.2.8) but the hydraulic conductivity is a function of h and we are taking in
account a very small length of soil, lim ∆L →0

∆H ∂H
. So (3.1) is written across an infinitesimal thin
=
∂L
∆L

layer of soil over which K (h) is constant. It may not be written across a finite layer of soil unless special
conditions occur (the hydraulic conductivity and matric potential must be uniform).
So, in order to predict water flow in unsaturated soil, the hydraulic conductivity and matric potential must be
known. There are several empirical and theoretical models to estimate the hydraulic properties of
unsaturated soil K (h) and h . According to (Neves et al., 2000 ) Mualem (1980) is the most known
amongst the theoretical models. The empirical model of Brooks and Corey and the van Genuchten model,
were incorporated into several numerical simulation models which allowed them to become standard
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models for the hydraulic properties of unsaturated soils. The next section introduces these models, both for
matric potential and hydraulic conductivity.

3.1-Unsaturated Hydraulic conductivity
The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is a nonlinear function of matric potential h , or water content θ .
There are several reasons for this, for instance let us consider K as a function of θ and imagine a
saturated soil with large pores such as a sandy soil.
If no water supply is present or is present at an insufficient rate, the soil layer will drain water until it isn’t
saturated. At this point the conductivity is not affected, because there are many pores with sufficient water to
drain, without having to part it from the pore walls, were water is held more tightly.
As water keeps draining the remaining water has more difficult to drain and the hydraulic conductivity drops.
Water will drain from the larger pores and then from tighter ones, so the remaining water will suffer a
nonlinear decrease of K , add to this the irregularity of pores shapes and sizes, and we can imagine that
the hydraulic conductivity as a non linear function.
The same judgment would be valid for a fine textured (clayey) soil, but in this case water will have much
more difficulty do drain even at saturation (2.2.7). Water content will drop much slower when matric
potential head or water content drop, because there are still many pores that remain unaltered.

There will be a point when the clay soil will even have a higher conductivity then the sandy soil, because at
the same matric potential, the sandy soil is almost dry while the clay soil still has some water. Figure 3.1
llustrates this.

Figure 3.1- Typical hydraulic conductivity curves
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There are several analytical models for de unsaturated conductivity, but they all consider the saturated
conductivity.
According to (Brooks and Corey, 1964 in Genuchten et al., 1998):

K = K s Se

2 +l + 2
n

(3.1.1)

where

Se =

θ −θr
θs −θr

(3.1.2)

in which θ r and θ s denote the residual and saturated water content, n is a pore size distribution index
and l is a pore-connecting parameter assumed to be 2.0 in the original study of Brooks and Corey [1964].
We can consider n and l to be empirical coefficients affecting the shape of the hydraulic function.
The most used function for the hydraulic conductivity, was implemented by van Genuchten [1980], who
used the statistical pore distribution of Mualen [1976], to obtain a predictive equation for the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity.
m
1


K (h) = K s S 1 − 1 − S e m  
 
 

2

l
e

(3.1.3)

where

m = 1−1 n , n > 1

(3.1.4)

The pore connectivity parameter was estimated [Mualem, 1976] to be about 0,5 as an average for many
soils

3.2-Matric Potential
The matric Potential h in head units accounts for the potential energy with which water is held by soil
particles. Once again this is a highly non linear function of water content.
The matric potential varies very quickly near saturation or near dryness but presents a smooth slope for
average values (Figure 3.2).
10

Figure 3.2- Typical h(θ ) curve.

These properties of matric present a problem for numerical models, since large gradients usually cause
numerical instability. The way numerical models handle these problems will be addressed in Section 4-.
The empirical models developed for de h(θ ) by the same authors that developed the conductivity models
of Section 3.1- however once again the van Genuchten model as the most importance for this study
The van Gnutchten model (Genuchten et al., 1998) is:


θs - θr
 θ r + [1 + |α h |n ] m h < 0

θ (h) = 

h≥0
θs



(3.2.1)

3.3-Water conservation equation
If water fluxes in soil can be calculated, in order to model the water distribution in a given soil, we need to
obtain a water mass balance equation.
When we define our control volume or finite element of soil, to which apply the mass conservation principle,
we can define it has having well defined infinitesimal volume or a finite control volume. We can also assume
that our control volume either is fixed in space (obtaining the equation in conservative form) or moving along
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with the flow (non-conservative form). However, with some mathematical manipulation all equations are the
same.
In this example we will use the finite control volume fixed in space.

Figure 3.3- Finite control volume fixed in space

The water conservation equation can be described as follows:
Decrease of water volume stored in soil during ∆t =
-Volume of water entering soil volume during ∆t +
Volume of water leaving soil volume during ∆t +
Volume of water that as disappeared during ∆t by plant root uptake
Considering the arbitrary control volume of soil Figure 3.3, water moves trough the control volume, flowing
across the control surface. At a point of the control surface, the flow rate per unit area is J W the elemental

G

surface area where the flow rate acts is ds and n is a unit vector perpendicular to the surface at ds .
The volume flow across the control surface will represent the balance between the volume of water entering
the soil’s control volume and leaving. The water flow can be represented as the (flow per unit area
perpendicular to the control surface) X (control surface), or

12

G
J w • nds

(3.3.1)

G

G

The flow per unit area perpendicular to the control surface is J W • n , and since n always points out of the
control volume the perpendicular flow will be positive for an outflow and negative for an inflow. If we
summarize this net volume flow over the whole control volume surface S of Figure 3.3, we will obtain the
water volume balance, that is:

∫∫ J

G
• n ds

w

S

(3.3.2)

On the other hand the water volume contained in an elemental volume dV of soil is:

∫∫∫θ

dV

v

(3.3.3)

Considering that θ is the volumetric water content.
The time rate of increase of mass inside V for an infinitesimal ∆t is then:

∂
θ dV
∂t ∫∫∫
V

(3.3.4)

In turn the time rate of decrease is

−

∂
θ dV
∂t ∫∫∫
V

(3.3.5)

We can also consider that the water uptake by plant roots as the value rW and is constant at an
infinitesimal small part of our control volume. Summarizing over the whole volume:

∫∫∫ r

W

dV

V

(3.3.6)

Combining (3.3.6), (3.3.5) and (3.3.4):

G
∂
θ dV = − ∫∫ J W • n ds + ∫∫∫ rW dV
∫∫∫
∂t V
S
V

(3.3.7)

Since the control volume used in the derivation of (3.3.5) is fixed in space, it doesn’t change in time, an
hence the time derivative ∂ ∂t can be placed inside the integral.
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∂

∫∫∫ ∂t θ

dV

(3.3.8)

V

Using the divergence theorem the right hand side of (3.3.5) becomes:

∫∫ J

W

S

G
• n ds = ∫∫∫ ∇ • J W dV
V

(3.3.9)

Using (3.3.7), (3.3.6) in (3.3.5) we have:

 ∂θ

∫∫∫  ∂t
V


+ ∇ • J W − rW  dV = 0


(3.3.10)

or:

∂θ
= −∇ • J W + rW
∂t

(3.3.11)

Equation (3.3.5) is the integral form of the water conservation equation while (3.3.11) is the partial differential
equation of the continuity equation. Equation (3.3.11) could have been obtained directly from the mass
balance of an infinitesimal small element fixed in space. Never less, both of them are in the conservative
form.

3.4-Richards Equation for transient Water Flow
Combining the expression (3.3.11) with the Buckingham-Darcy flux equation (3.1), we can derive Richards
equation (3.4.1) (Jury et al.), that predicts the water content or matric potential in a soil during transient flow.

∂θ
= ∇ • [K (h)∇H ]
∂t

(3.4.1)

Where H = h + z .
Considering that there is only vertical flow and no plant roots are present ( rW = 0 ), Richards equation is:
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∂θ
∂ 
∂
(H )
=  K ( h)
∂t ∂z 
∂z


(3.4.2)

Equation (3.4.1) or (3.4.2), can’t be solved in the formed their in since there hare 2 unknowns h and θ . This
can be overcome by using the water characteristic retention function that expresses h as a function of θ .
Using the chain rule of differentiation and considering that :

C (h ) =

dθ
dh

D(θ ) = K (θ )

∂h
∂θ

(3.4.3)

(3.4.4)

Equation (3.4.1) can be expressed in three different forms:

C (h )

∂h
∂K (h)
− ∇ • (K (h ) ∇h ) −
=0
∂t
∂z

(3.4.5)

∂θ
∂K (θ )
− ∇ • (D(θ ) ∇θ ) −
=0
∂t
∂z

(3.4.6)

∂θ
∂K (h)
− ∇ • (K (h ) ∇h ) −
=0
∂t
∂z

(3.4.7)

(3.4.5) is the matric potential form of Richards Equation. The water content of the soil was considered as a

function of matric potential θ (h) .
(3.4.6) is the water content form of the Richards Equation, the matric potential was considered a function of

water content, so K (h) = K (θ ) and:

∇h(θ ) =

∂h
∇θ
∂θ

(3.4.8)

(3.4.7) is the same has (3.4.1), but with H = h + z . It’s the mixed form of the Richards Equation

According to (Celia et al., 1990), the discrete approximations to the θ based equation, such as finite
elements or finite differences, can be formulated so that they are perfectly mass conservative. However this
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form of the Richard’s equation degenerates in fully saturated media, and because material discontinuities
produce discontinuous θ profiles, this equation is usually not used for general groundwater hydrology
problems.
The same author (Celia et al., 1990) concluded that the discrete approximations to the h based equation
displayed poor mass balance and associated poor accuracy. In conclusion it seams that the mixed equation
combines benefits from the other forms, circumventing major problems such as poor accuracy ( h form) and
restricted applicability ( θ form).
Numerical solutions to the mixed Richard’s equation will be discussed in the next chapter.

4- Numerical solutions of the
water flow equation
There are several models that simulate water flow in unsaturated media (e.g. Hydrus, Modflow, Macro),
most of them developed for specific applications.
The HYDRUS model was developed the US SALYNITY LABORATORY, AGRICULTURAL RESEACH
SERVICE, and numerically solves the Richard’s mixed equation for variably saturated water flow and
convective-dispersion type equations for heat and solute transport. It enjoys large acceptance in the
scientific community, due to the large amount of publications that support software.
On the other hand MOHID was initially developed to simulate the bi-dimensional flow of tides in costal areas
(Neves, 1985). The program was successively enlarged to simulate Boussinesq waves (Silva, 1992), water
quality (Portela, 1996) and three-dimensional flows. This model is divided into modules, each of which as its
on function. Later, more modules where developed to allow the simulation of water flow in damns.
The following analysis is centered on these too models, since the first can be regarded a standard and this
work uses the second.

4.1-HYDRUS
HYDRUS uses a finite difference approach to Richard’s equation and incorporates convection-diffusion
type equations for heat and solute transport.
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Several curves are available to evaluate the unsaturated soil hydraulic Properties, (Brooks and corey, 1964;
van Gnuchten 1980; and Vogel and Císlerová, 1988). Soil hydraulic functions dependence of temperature
is also implemented.
Hysteresis (different pressure head for the same water content for wetting and drying episodes) is
incorporated by using the empirical model developed by Scott et al. 1983.

4.2-MOHID
The soil module that describes water flow in unsaturated media was incorporated in MOHID, reusing
modules that were already implemented. Chapter 2.5- FORTRAN implementation, briefly resumes how
MODULESOIL interacts with other modules.
MOHID uses a finite volume discretization and allows different vertical discretization (sigma, Cartesian).
The ADI method (Peaceman and Rachford 1955, as in J.C.F. Pereira, 1999) for time discretization is used.
This approach has been used in all the versions of the hydrodynamic model in MOHID (Neves 1985, Santos
1995, Martins 2000). As so, the time step ∆t will be divided into 3 time levels. In each of these time steps,
Richard’s equation will be solved implicitly in one direction and explicitly on the too remaining directions
Figure 4.1- The ADI method, adapted from Anderson (1995) demonstrates this method for a bi-dimensional
situation.
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Figure 4.1- The ADI method, adapted from Anderson (1995)

Since two directions are present, the time step is fractioned into two sub-time steps. For the first semi
interval, the equation is solved explicitly in the (i) direction and implicitly in the (j) direction, producing a “j
sweep”, the obtained values are then applied to a situation where (i) is solved in an implicit fashion and (j) in
an explicit manner, obtaining the final values at the final time level.
This will prevent solving a system matrix that may not be diagonally dominant, since for each of the “subtime” steps a triagonal matrix will be present.
For instance, let us consider the finite volume in Figure 4.2.
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θi, j, k+1
hi, j, k+1
Ki, j, k+1

ZCi,jk+1

Fi, j, k+1/2

Fi+1/2, j, k
θi, j-1, k
hi, j-1, k
Ki, j-1, k

ZCi,jk

θi, j, k
hi, j, k
Ki, j, k

Fi, j-1/2, k

θi, j+1, k
hi, j+1, k
Ki, j+1, k

Fi, j+1/2, k

Fi-1/2, j, k
Fi, j, k-1/2
θi, j, k-1
hi, j, k-1
Ki, j, k-1

ZCi,jk-1

DXXi,-1j

DXXi,j

DYYi,j

DXXi+1,j

Figure 4.2- Finite volume

The fluxes are represented by F and the remaining symbols have the meaning that as defined previously.
If we consider the usual implicit approach for this problem (Crank Nicholson for instance) in a bi-dimensional
flow (we won’t consider flow in the j direction) in K and I , we would obtain

∂J
∂J
∂θ
=− w − w
∂x
∂z
∂t

θ

n +1
i, j

−θ

∆t

n
i, j


 1 J in+1 2 − J in−1 2 1 J in++112 − J in−+112


+

2
2
∆x
∆x
= −
n
n
n +1
n +1 
 + 1 J K +1 2 − J K −1 2 + 1 J K +1 2 − J K −1 2 
2
∆Z
∆z

 2

(4.2.1)

(4.2.2)

Rearranging, and considering that we can relate the fluxes whit the water content (see 3-):

aθ ln−+11 + bθ Kn +−11 + cθ ln, K+1 + dθ ln++11 + eθ Kn ++11 = d n

(4.2.3)

When solving for the hole control volume we would obtain a system with 5 diagonal lines in the coefficient
matrix, relative to the top cell, bottom cell, east and west cells.
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θ
 L , K −1 
 . 


θ l −1, K 
 θ L , K  = [d ]


θ L +1, K 
 . 


θ L , K +1 
 . 



The situation will be even worse for three dimensional flow, since there would be more too cell to account
for, and more too diagonals on the coefficient matrix.
Although matrix methods exist which can solve (4.2.3), the computations time is much longer than for a
triagonal system, that are quickly solved by Thomas algorithm (Anderson, 1995).
Next, time discretization is presented for a Z sweep. The same procedure is then applied to the remaining
two directions.
Since we will solve the remaining directions explicitly and assuming that we know the initial state of the
control volume, we can calculate the horizontal flows by simply replacing the variables of the former system
state, obtaining and equation similar to (4.2.4)

Dcoef θ i , j ,k −1

n +1

+ Ecoef θ i , j ,k

n +1

+ Fcoef θ ijk +1

n +1

= Ticoef

(4.2.4)

The integral form of the conservation equation (3.3.7), will be used. This approach has the advantage that
non structured grids, such as sigma type, can be used. If the properties and fluxes are considered constant
across the control volume and surface, we can write:

∂Vθ
= − Fi +n1 2, j , k + Fi −n1 2, j , k − Fi ,nj+,1K +1 2 + Fi ,nj+,1K −1 2 − Fi ,nj +1 2, k + Fi ,nj −1 2,k
∂t

(4.2.5)

So:

Vi ,nj+,1kθ in, +j ,1k − Vi ,nj ,kθ in, j ,k
∆t

= − Fi +n1 2, j ,k + Fi −n1 2, j ,k − Fi ,nj+,1K +1 2 + Fi ,nj+,1K −1 2 − Fi ,nj +1 2,k + Fi ,nj −1 2,k

(4.2.6)

Or
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θ in, +j ,1k −

Vi ,nj ,k n
∆t
∆t
n +1
n +1
−
F
+
F
=
θ i , j ,k + n +1 − Fi +n1 2, j ,k + Fi −n1 2, j ,k − Fi ,nj +1 2,k + Fi ,nj −1 2,k
i , j , K +1 2
i , j , K −1 2
n +1
n +1
Vi , j ,k
Vi , j ,k
Vi , j ,k

(

)

(

)

(4.2.7)

The terms on the right side of the equation are known quantities, considering that we can predict the volume
changes of the control element, and will be referred to as Ticoef and according to Figure 4.2, and the
Darcy-Buckingham equation (3.1).

Jin+1 2, j ,k


 hin+1, j ,k − hin, j ,k
n
= − K(θ i +1 2, j ,k ) 
DYYi +1, j − DYYi , j

2








Jin−1 2, j ,k


 hin, j ,k − hin−1, j ,k
n
= − K(θ i −1 2, j ,k ) 
DYYi , j − DYYi −1, j

2








J in, j +1 2,k


 hin, j +1,k − hin, j ,k
n
= − K (θ i , j +1 2,k ) 
 DXX i +1, j − DXX i , j

2







J in, j −1 2,k


 hin, j ,k − hin, j −1,k
n
= − K (θ i , j −1 2,k ) 
 DXX i , j − DXX i −1, j

2







Where the pressure head term was described via central differences.
The flux F on each face will be F = AJw where A the area of the face where the flux occurs is.
So:
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Ticoef =

Vi ,nj ,k
n +1
i , j ,k

V

θ ijk

n







n
n
n
n




hi , j +1 2,k − hi , j ,k
hi , j ,k − hij −1k
∆t  n
n
n
n
+ n +1 Ai , j +1 2,k K(θ i , j + 1 ,k )

 − Ai , j −1 2,k K(θ ij − 1 k )

2
2
(DXX
DXX
)
(DXX
DXX
)
+
+
Vi , j ,k 
i +1 j
ij 
ij
i −1 j 








2
2






(4.2.8)







n
n
n
n




h
h
h
h
−
−
∆t  n
ijk
i −1 jk
i +1, j , k
i , j ,k
n
n
n
+ n +1 Ai +1 2, j ,k K(θ i + 1 , j ,k )

 − Ai −1 2, j ,k K(θ i − 1 , j ,k )

2
2
(DYY
DYY
)
(DYY
DYY
)
+
+
Vi , j ,k 
ij
i −1 j 
i +1 j
ij 








2
2





For the terms on the left side of (4.2.7) are the fluxes of water in the new time step. As so, they will
depend on the vertically adjacent cells water content according to (4.2.10) and (4.2.10):



hin, +j ,1k +1 − hin, +j ,1k
J in, +j ,1k +1 2 = − K (θ in, +j ,1k +1 2 ) 
+ 1

 ZCC i , j ,k +1 − ZCC i , j ,k

J

n +1
i , j , k −1 2

= − K (θ

n +1
i , j , k −1 2



hin, +j ,1k − hin, +j ,1k −1
)
+ 1

 ZCC i , j , k − ZCC i , j ,k −1

(4.2.9)

(4.2.10)

These fluxes cannot be easily evaluated, since eq. (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) are not linear. The conductivity
multiplies by the matric potential and both are evaluated in n+1 and are unknown.
The problem that arises in the “implicit direction sweep” can be simplified by evaluating the coefficients (in
this case the unsaturated conductivity) using the water content values of the previous step; according to
Anderson 1995 this is called “lagging the coefficients”. The same can be said about the matric potential that
is not a linear function of θ , except in this case we will obtain a linear system supposing
that h n +1 = f (θ n )θ n +1 :
These simplification will work if we have a soft differential equation (where the conductivity and matric
potential are not a strong function of the water content). On the other hand, in dry or wet situations (see
Figure 3.2- Typical h(θ ) curve. and Figure 3.1- Typical hydraulic conductivity curves) the lagged
coefficients will produce mass balance errors. To overcome this problem an iterative process must be set
up, where the new θ are used to correct the lagged coefficients that are once again used to
evaluate new

θ

values, until the θ

variations between two consecutive calculations are

neglectable. This is usually referred to as an Piccard (or fixed point) iterative process. For
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unsaturated soil and using the mixed form Richard equation an faster algorithm than simple fixed
point iterations was derived in Celia et al. 1990.
Continuing with the previous derivation:

 n +1
 f (θ in, j ,k +1 )θ in, j+,1k +1 − f (θ in, j ,k )θ in, j+,1k
 
 Ai , j ,k +1 2 K(θ in, j ,k +1 2 ) 
+ 1 
ZCCi , j ,k +1 − ZCCi , j ,k

 
∆t 
θ in, j+,1k − n+1 
 = Ticoef
n
n +1
n
n +1
Vi , j , k 


−
f
f
(
)
(
)
θ
θ
θ
θ

i , j ,k
i , j ,k
i , j , k −1
i , j , k −1
n +1
n
+ 1 
 − Ai , j ,k −1 2 K(θ i , j ,k −1 2 ) 
ZCCi , j ,k − ZCCi , j ,k −1

 

rearranging:



θ in, j+,1k 1 −





 
f (θ in, j ,k )
f (θ in, j ,k )
∆t 
n +1
n+1
n+1
n +1

−
−
(
θ
)
(
θ
)
A
K
A
K



 
i , j , k +1 2
i , j , k +1 2
i , j , k −1 2
i , j , k −1 2

Vin, j+,k1 
 ZCCi , j ,k +1 − ZCCi , j ,k 
 ZCCi , j ,k − ZCCi , j ,k −1   
 ∆t n+1


f (θ in, j ,k +1 )
n+1
n +1
+θ i , j ,k +1  − n+1 Ai , j ,k +1 2 K(θ i , j ,k +1 2 ) 

 Vi , j ,k
 ZCCi , j ,k +1 − ZCCi , j ,k  
 ∆t


f (θ in, j ,k −1 )
+θ in, j+,1k −1  − n+1 Ain,+j ,1k −1 2 K(θ in, j+,1k −1 2 ) 

 Vi , j ,k
 ZCCi , j ,k +1 − ZCCi , j ,k  
∆t
∆t
− n+1 Ain,+j ,1k +1 2 K(θ in, j ,k +1 2 ) + n+1 Ain,+j ,1k −1 2 K(θ in, j ,k −1 2 ) = Ticoef
Vi , j ,k
Vi , j ,k

The final term before the equality doesn’t multiply by any cell’s water content and as so can be sent to

Ticoef .
Considering that Ecoef multiplies by the cell in analysis, Fcoef the top cell and Dcoef the bottom
cell:
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f (θ in, j ,k )
 − A n +1 K (θ n +1 ) 

i , j , k +1 2
i , j , k +1 2

 ZCC i , j ,k +1 − ZCC i , j ,k  
∆t

Ecoef = 1 − n +1 
n
Vi , j ,k 



f
(
θ
)
i , j ,k
 − Ain, +j ,1k −1 2 K (θ in, +j ,1k −1 2 ) 



 ZCC i , j ,k − ZCC i , j ,k −1  




f (θ in, j , k −1 )
∆t n +1
n +1
Dcoef = − n +1 Ai , j ,k −1 2 K (θ i , j ,k −1 2 ) 

Vi , j , k
 ZCC i , j ,k +1 − ZCC i , j , k 

f (θ in, j ,k +1 )
∆t n +1
n +1
Fcoef = − n +1 Ai , j ,k +1 2 K (θ i , j ,k +1 2 ) 
Vi , j , k
 ZCC i , j , k +1 − ZCC i , j ,k
Ticoef =

Vi ,nj , k
Vi ,nj+, 1k

θijk





t







t
t
t
t




hij +1k − hijk
h
h
−
∆t  n
ijk
ij −1k
n
+ n +1 Ai , j +1 2 , k K(θij + 1 k )

 − Ai , j −1 2 , k K(θij − 1 k )


(DXX
DXX
)
(DXX
DXX
)
+
+
2
2
Vi , j , k
ij
i −1 j 
i +1 j
ij 




 


2
2







t
t
t
t




hi +1 jk − hijk
hijk − hi −1 jk
∆t  n
n
+ n +1 Ai +1 2 , j , k K(θi + 1 jk )

 − Ai −1 2 , j , k K(θi − 1 jk )

(DYY
DYY
)
(DYY
DYY
)
+
+
2
2
Vi , j , k 
i +1 j
ij 
ij
i −1 j 




2
2

 



+

∆t n +1
∆t
Ai , j , k +1 2 K (θ in, +j ,1k +1 2 ) − n +1 Ain, +j ,1k −1 2 K (θ in, +j ,1k −1 2 )
n +1
Vi , j , k
Vi , j , k

At this point Richard’s equation can be described as:

Dcoef θ i , j ,k −1

n +1

+ Ecoef θ i , j ,k

n +1

+ Fcoef θ ijk +1

n +1

= Ticoef

As so, the system will solve a tridiagonal matrix using Thomas Algorithm.
The same procedure can be used in a x and y direction sweep. In each of these sub time steps the resulting
system will also be a tridiagonal matrix. After all the different directions are swept, the new water volume
concentrations are found.
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4.3-Matric potential curve resolution
The main difficulty in solving water flow in unsaturated media is the exponential behavior of the soil water
retention curve.
When the matric potential h is very low (near saturation), water content θ suffers great variations for small
time steps. On the other hand, if matric potentials are very high, θ will no vary.
An iterative process was implemented to deal with this situation, that allows to increase on diminish the time
step, according to the model’s convergence. However, for such an iterative process to work, one must
establish maximum tolerations for theta variations in a given time step. Due to the exponential behavior of
the water retention curve, this variation cannot be the same for every initial water content. A tolerance of θ
in the order of 0.001, may be too much near saturation (where small variations of water content can cause
massive variations of matric potential), and at the same time be a small variation for small values of θ.
Curva de retenção
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tetar
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1.2298

0.18686

0.0252

14.5

When θ is close to residual values (θr) ) (dry soil) h values can very high. Its usual for these functions to
return physically impossible values of h . van Genuchten considers that the residual water content remains
in the soil when a pressure of 15 atmospheres is applied to the soil. Retention functions obtained are a
statistical approach to a set of experimental values. Sometimes, θr is only reached for values far greater
than 15 atmospheres (sometimes millions). From a theoretical point of view only when dθ/dh=0 is reached
the residual water content should be defined. Most authors consider that this should only be regarded as a
statistical parameter with no physical meaning.
As so, large gradients can occur which lead to massive (sometimes impossible) water fluxes. The next table
shows some coupled values of the variation of θ and h. In fact, for water contents between 0.0015 and
0.005 the pressure gradient is around 1.0E+05.
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θ

h

0.036

1070325

0.026

4628166

0.016

42737424

0.006

5.09E+09

0.005

1.35E+10

0.004

4.7E+10

0.003

2.75E+11

0.002

5.61E+12

0.0015

1.14E+14

This problem can be solved if one establishes that before the 15 atmospheres are reached, the pressure
should vary linearly until the residual value θr. is reached.
So how can one determine what is an acceptable water content variation?
Considering:
•
•
•
•
•

h it+1 – Value for the effective pressure in the iteration it+1.
h it – Value for the effective pressure in the iteration it.
θ it+1 – Water content in it+1.
θ it – Water content in it.
∆θ = θ it+1-θ it

•

∂h
∂θ - h derivate in order to θ.

•

If h’(θ) “is high” ∆θ ∗

•

If h’(θ) is low ∆θ < θ tol

So:

∂h
< htol
∂θ

If one decides that a high h’(θ) is about 3000, this means that htol will only be used for declines smaller
than 3000.
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4.4-HYDRUS Method
In HYDRUS h varies in time and the values of θ are obtained form h trough the water retention saturation
curve

θ (h) = θ r +

θs - θr
M
(1 + |α h |N )

The derived of this function is termed the soil water capacity function, in HYDRUS:

(

θ ' (h ) = M * N (α N )* (− h ( N −1) )* 1 + (− α * h )N

)(

− M −1)

(θ s − θ r )

Comparing the inverse of this function θ’(h) , with the function h’(θ) used in MOHID one can verify that they
behave similarly.
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The function θ’(h) is used to calculate theθ difference between two iterations biased on a matric potential
variation. h:

∆θ = θ it − θ it +

1
∂θ it +1
(
h − h it )
it
∂h
θs − θr

If h it < hS Λ h it +1 < hS

∆θ = θ it − θ it +1 wher2 θ it +1 = θ it +

∆θ = θ it − θ it +1 Ù
∆θ =

∂θ it +1
1
(
h − h it )
it
∂h
θs − θr

∆θ = θ it − θ it +

1
∂θ it +1
(
h − h it )
it
∂h
θs − θr

Ù

1
∂θ it +1
(
h − h it )
it
∂h
θs − θr

If h it ≥ hS Λh it +1 ≥ hS

∆h = h it +1 − h it
hS is the pressure near saturation ( θ ef = 1 − 10 −15 ). This means that only when the cell is almost
saturated HYDRUS will use h differences. Most of the time HYDRUS is really using water content
differences to evaluate the convergence of the iterative process. This difference is accessed by multiplying
the decline of θ(h) by an h difference.
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4.5-MOHID
In MOHID, it is the water content variable θ that evolves in time, and h values are evaluated from the
retention curve.
1

 − M1
N
θ ef − 1 

h (θ ) = − 

α

The derivate of this equation corresponds to the inverse of the soil water capacity:

1  − M1

h' (θ ) =
− 1

αN  θ ef


1− N
N

*

1
M

θ

 1+ M 
−

 M 
ef

*

1
θs − θr

The next figure shows the shape of this curve and it’s derivate.
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In MOHID, three difference convergence methods are available:
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First method:
If h it < 0Λh it +1 < 0

h' ' (θ ) min = min(h' ' (θ it +1 ), h' ' (θ it ) )
h' (θ ) max = max (h' (θ it +1 ), h' (θ it ) )
If h' ' (θ ) min > 200

∆h = θ it − θ it +1 * h' (θ ) max

If h' ' (θ ) min ≤ 200
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Second method:
If h it < 0Λh it +1 < 0

h' (θ ) min = min(h' (θ it +1 ), h' (θ it ) )
h' (θ ) max = max (h' (θ it +1 ), h' (θ it ) )
h' ' (θ ) min = min(h' ' (θ it +1 ), h' ' (θ it ) )
If h' (θ ) min > 3000
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If h' (θ ) min ≤ 3000
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Third type of convergence (<>HYDRUS)
If h it < 0Λh it +1 < 0
If h it < hS Λh it +1 < hS

∆θ = θ it − θ it +1 where

∆θ =

1
∂θ it +1
(
h − h it )
it
∂h
θs − θr

1
1
(
h it +1 − h it )
h ' (θ )
θs − θr

Theta_Sst
tolerance

1000

If h ≥ hS Λh
it

it +1

≥ hS

∆h = h it +1 − h it
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IF ∆h > htol
If h it ≥ 0Vh it +1 ≥ 0

∆θ = θ it − θ it +1
If ∆θ > θ tolSst

4.5.1

BEHAVIOR for saturation situations:

Initially Sst was constant and one of the parameters that needed to be supplied to the mode. However, this
approach could lead to instability, has shown in the next figure. In this figure, as more water infiltrated the
soil, the higher the pressure terms would became leading do instability. This happened because the
selected Sst was to low, and small increases in water content lead to pressure increases. In this case, this
variation leads to variant water levels in the surface.
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On the other hand, high Sst could lead to water storage in some cells. In order to solve this problem, a SST
that varies in function of the water contentθ. was implemented. This way, Sst values would be lower for
lower values of θ , while for higher values, would be higher. However, in this approach St loses its original
definition of specific water storage coefficient

1
se (θ − θ S ) = 0

1

Sst = 10 −4 *
se 0 < (θ − θ S ) ≤ 1
(
)
−
θ
θ
S

10 −4
(θ − θ S ) > 1
se


The shape of this function is shown in the next plots.
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APPENDIX II - Solute transport in unsaturated soil
1- General Overview
Increasing public awareness on significant contamination of ground waters by industrial, municipal and
agricultural chemicals has focussed much attention on solute movement in unsaturated soils, creating a
burst of experimental and theoretical research in this area (van Genuchten and Jury, as in Jury et al.
1991).
Again, the usual mass conservation statement describes the transport of solute in soils:
Decrease of solute leaving the control volume during ∆t =
- Solute entering soil volume during ∆t
+ Solute leaving soil volume during ∆t
+ Solute sinks
- Solute sources
The mass of solute present in the soil is represented by:

VolW * CW

(1)

G
Considering a water transport flux JWT , the volume of solute entering the soil is evaluated by:
G
G
JWT * Cw • nds

(2)

This is a flow per unit area of “total soil”, so in order to obtain the total solute mass entering the control
volume one has to integrate (2) over the control surface.
On the other hand the water volume contained in an elemental volume dV of soil is:

∫∫∫θ dV

(3)

v

Considering that θ is the volumetric water content.
Combining (3) and (1), the time rate of increase of mass inside the volume V for an infinitesimal ∆t is
then:

∂
θ CW dV
∂t ∫∫∫
V

(4)

In turn the time rate of decrease is

−

∂
θ CW dV
∂t ∫∫∫
V

(5)

Combining Error! Reference source not found., (5) and (4):

a

G
∂
θ Cl dV = − ∫∫ JWT CW • n ds
∫∫∫
∂t V
S

(6)

Since the control volume used in the derivation of (5) is fixed in space, it doesn’t change in time, an hence
the time derivative ∂ ∂t can be placed inside the integral.

∂

∫∫∫ ∂t θ

dV

(7)

V

Using the divergence theorem the right hand side of (5) becomes:
G
G
G
∫∫ JWT CW • n ds = ∫∫∫ ∇ • JWT CW dV
S

(8)

V

Using (6), Error! Reference source not found. in (5) we have:

G
 ∂θ CW

+
∇
•
JWT CW  dV = 0
∫∫∫
 ∂t

V

(9)

or:

G
∂θ CW
= −∇ • JWT CW + rW
∂t

(10)

Equation (5) is the integral form of the water conservation equation while (10) is the partial differential
equation of the continuity equation. Equation (10) could have been obtained directly from the mass
balance of an infinitesimal small element fixed in space. Never less, both of them are in the conservative
form.
In MOHID, the integral form of the transport equation is solved using the ADI method for temporal
discretization,. Note that (6) for incompressible soil is equivalent to:

G
∂Volwater Cl
G
= ∫∫ JWT • n ds
∂t
S

(11)

For more information on ADI and the way, MOHID discretizes the transport equation can be found in
Leitão 2002.

2- Solute Flux in soil
G
In the previous chapter a solute flux termed JWT * Cw , was presented without further considerations.
This flux is considered to be the sum of two terms, the bulk transport flux and the diffusive flux. The bulk
flux is formally written has:
G
J W CW
G
However JW is an approximate quantity that has been averaged over many soil pores and does not
represent actual water flow path that must curve around soil particles and air spaces.
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Figure 2.1- Dispersive effect
In soil, this erratic transport by hydrodynamic dispersion has been studied over the years. A special case
of all possible flows, the convective – dispersive transport (Jury et al. 1991), occurs in pours media under
the following two conditions:
If these conditions are satisfied, the hydrodynamic dispersive flux is identical to the diffusion flux (Bear,
1972)

Jlh = − Dlh

∂Cl
∂z

where Dlh (in centimetres squared per day) is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient. This coefficient is
G
considered proportional to the pore water velocity v = JW θ (Bear 1972).

DW = λ v
Where λ in centimetres per day is the “dispersivity”. Typical values of λ are 0.5-2 cm in packed
laboratory columns and 5-20 cm in the field. (Juri et al. 1991). Adding to this “turbulent” flux the molecular
diffusivity coefficient can be added. However, the hydrodynamic diffusive flux is usually the dominant
effect.
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APPENDIX III - Alvalade Data
The next figures illustrates the comparison between MOHID and HYDRUS for soil water flow in Alvalade.
The same data was later used to evaluate sodium transport see Chambel- Leitão 2002.

Masured Hydraulic properties of the soil.
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APPENDIX IV –Macro Programing
Output treatment using The VBA language applied to Microsoft EXCEL
Processing massive amounts of data, dispersed trough various ASCII files of time series, can be an
arduous task.
VBA macros where developed to create the graphic presented in this work.
The developed program, allows the user to select which time series he desires to process, saving time in
data processing.
A second macro as also developed during the FORTRAN code-implementing period to compare
FORTRAN and POWERSIM results.
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APPENDIX V- Brief MOHID history
MOHID
This document describes the soil water modelling modules of the three-dimensional water modelling
system Mohid.
Actually the principal investigators are Ramiro Neves, Paulo Chambel Leitão and Frank Braunschweig,
from the Technical University of Lisbon. Contributions from Henrique Coelho, Manuel Villarreal
(Turbulence) and Pedro Pina (Water Quality) are also included in the model. A lot of other investigators
have given their contribution to this model over the past years.

History
The development of the Mohid model started back in 1985, passing since this time through continuously
updates and improvements due to its use during different projects of scientific research and engineering
projects. Initially the Mohid water modeling system was a bi-dimensional hydrodynamic model, called
Mohid 2D (Neves, 1985). This model was used to study estuaries and coastal areas using a classical finite
difference approach. In the following years, a bi-dimensional eulerian and lagrangian transport model were
included in this model. The first three-dimensional was introduced by Santos (1995), which used a vertical
double Sigma coordinate. This version was called Mohid 3D. The limitations of the double Sigma
coordinate revealed the necessity to develop a model which could use a generic vertical coordinate,
permitting the user to choose the type of vertical coordinate, depending on the study area. Due to this
necessity the concept of finite volumes was introduced with the version Mesh 3D by Martins (1999). In the
Mesh 3D model were included a three dimensional eulerian transport model, a three dimensional
lagrangian transport model (Leitão, 1996) and the zero-dimensional water quality model (Miranda, 1999).
Since the introduction of the finite volumes approach, this discretization remains in the model Mohid.

Actual State
With the growing model complexity, it was necessary to introduce a new way in the organization of the
information of the Mohid model. In 1998 the whole code was submitted to a complete rearrangement,
using new the feature of programming languages and also the capacities of the computer to reprogram the
whole Mohid model. The main goal of this rearrangement was to turn the model more robust, reliable and
protect its structure against involuntary programming errors, so it would be more easily “grow able”. To
achieve this goal, objected oriented programming in FORTRAN was introduced to the Mohid model, like
described in Decyk (Decyk, et al., 1997).
The philosophy of the new Mohid model (Miranda, et al., 2000), further on simple designated Mohid,
permits to use the model in any dimension (one-dimensional, two-dimensional or three-dimensional). The
whole model is programmed in ANSI FORTRAN 95, using the objected orientated philosophy. The
a

subdivision of the program into modules, like the information flux between these modules was object of a
study by the Mohid authors.
Actually the model Mohid is composed by over 40 modules, which complete over 150 mil code lines. Each
module is responsible to manage a certain kind of information.
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